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ABSTRACT
The continued development of cardiovascular assist devices is constantly thwarted by the
effects of thrombosis. Many of these devices produce regions of stagnant flow or low
wall shear stress, making these areas especially prone to clotting. To better understand
the process of coagulation in artificial devices, the fluid mechanics that promote stagnant,
recirculating flow are studied using a backward-facing step (BFS) model. Using digital
surface reconstructions of 15-minute thrombi from previous studies, model thrombi are
constructed from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), coated with collagen to act as a
procoagulant to promote thrombosis, and inserted into the recirculation region of the BFS
model. An in vitro flow loop is constructed and whole bovine blood is used to grow
thrombi on the surface and downstream from the PDMS models. Flow loop operation is
at 0.76 L/min for run times of 15 and 45 minutes, which when added to the 15-minute
model produce thrombi of 30 and 60 minute size, respectively. Volume and surface data
of formed thrombi are obtained using magnetic resonance imaging. These thrombi are
then removed from the model, paraffin embedded, and analyzed histologically through
Carstairs’ staining procedure. Surface reconstructions from MRI data are used for steady,
computational simulations to analyze flow over and wall shear stresses that develop on
thrombi surfaces. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) and laser Doppler velocimetry
(LDV) are used to characterize the recirculation zone produced by the BFS model and are
compared to simulations performed on an empty BFS model. WSS analysis of PDMS
models shows high regions of stress near the location of the step where little thrombus
deposition occurs. Deposition is observed to occur on the PDMS model where lower
WSS values are present. Small vortices are observed over the surface of these
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downstream PDMS regions, suggesting that recirculation is necessary for thrombosis
even on procoagulant surfaces. The average volume and exposed surface area of thrombi
formed in the 30 minute experiments were 0.119 cm3 and 1.24 cm2, respectively, and for
the 60 minute experiments were 0.189 cm3 and 1.46 cm2, respectively. Volume and
exposed surface area for 30 minute studies from previous work were 0.0765 cm3 and 1.18
cm2, respectively, and for 60 minute studies were 0.103 cm3 and 1.44 cm2 for volume and
surface area, respectively. The current results yield higher values of volume and exposed
surface area than the previous thrombus studies, but showed more repeatability amongst
experiments. The increase in volume and surface area could be due to the presence of the
collagen procoagulant on the PDMS surface which enhances platelet activation and
thrombosis.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION

A primary concern in the design and development of biomedical devices is the
effect of thrombosis which occurs with blood contacting surfaces. This effect is of
particular importance when considering implantable cardiovascular devices. Deviceinduced thromboembolization in the human physiology can lead to infarction, pulmonary
embolism, and stroke. Thrombosis also occurs naturally due to atherosclerotic plaques
that develop in diseased vasculature. The narrowing of the lumen followed by the sudden
expansion of vessel diameter downstream of a plaque leads to recirculation areas that are
especially prone to thrombus formation. A better understanding of the formation and
composition of thrombi both within cardiovascular devices and naturally in the
vasculature is needed in order to prevent complications that arise due to embolism.
Therefore, the growth patterns, geometrical characteristics, and cellular composition of a
thrombus formed downstream of a backwards-facing step are studied in vitro. In
addition, this study attempts to produce a repeatable in vitro thrombus growth model and
aims to understand how fluid dynamics affects thrombus growth and the shear stresses
that develop on the thrombus surface.

1.1 Clinical Need

The American Heart Association reports that there are nearly 83 million
American adults with some form of cardiovascular disease, which includes high blood
pressure, myocardial infarction, and stroke (1). Furthermore, the World Health
1

Organization reports that nearly 17.3 million people die of cardiovascular disease yearly
(2). Cardiovascular disease accounts for nearly one third of all deaths in the United
States, and accounted for nearly 2.5 million American deaths in 2008.
The effects of heart disease can be treated through the use of ventricular assist
devices (VADs), prosthetic heart valves, and arterial stents. However, the implantation
of any of these devices can lead to thrombotic events simply through the interaction of
blood with the biomaterial surface (3–6). In order to combat these effects, patients who
receive a cardiovascular device are subject to anticoagulation therapies. Anticoagulants
are necessary in order to regulate the thrombotic effects that occur as a result of device
implantation. However, too much anticoagulant can lead to excessive bleeding, further
endangering the patient’s well-being (7–9). The continued development of biomaterials
for use in artificial devices will aid in reducing the blood-surface interactions that lead to
thrombosis.
Cardiac assist devices also create perturbations in the normal flow field of the
circulatory system. Blood damage caused by the closing of mechanical heart valves (10)
and areas of recirculation and stagnant flow caused by irregular geometries (11) are
potential causes of induced thrombosis in artificial devices. Because fluid dynamics play
such an important role in thrombosis, devices must be designed that avoid complications
arising due to areas of low shear and stagnant flow. Proper washing of all contacting
surfaces must occur in order to avoid platelet adhesion to the biomaterial surface.
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1.2 Coagulation

Coagulation in the human physiology is controlled through a mixture of
membrane proteins and blood platelets that circulate in the blood stream. Lesions in the
endothelium can allow for the exposure of the subendothelial matrix and disruption of the
defense mechanisms that limit platelet activity. Collagen and tissue factor within the
subendothelium, which normally facilitate the maintenance of a closed circulatory
system, become exposed to blood flow. These proteins act as agonists for platelet
activation through two different pathways, the intrinsic pathway and the extrinsic
pathway (12), which can be seen in Figure 1-1. Depending on the site and type of vessel
injury, one pathway can play a more dominant role in the coagulation process or both
could contribute equally. However, the end result of both pathways is the same as they
eventually merge at the activation of Factor X, leading to the conversion of prothrombin
into thrombin. Thrombin generation leads to the continued activation and recruitment of
platelets to the developing thrombus and the conversion of the protein fibrinogen into its
usable form fibrin (13).

3

Figure 1-1: The coagulation cascade, showing both intrinsic and extrinsic pathways (14).

1.2.1 Intrinsic Pathway
The exposure of collagen in the subendothelial matrix directly leads to the
activation and binding of platelets in the blood stream. This initial binding is regulated
by platelet surface proteins, glycoprotein VI and glycoprotein Ib-V-IX, which bind
exposed collagen and von Willebrand factor, respectively. Glycoprotein VI is the
primary receptor for initial platelet adhesion to collagen, whereas glycoprotein Ib-V-IX
plays a more supportive role in platelet/collagen binding. In addition to binding collagen,
glycoprotein VI acts as the initial agonist for granule release leading to additional platelet
activation and aggregation (12,15). The activation of platelets subsequently activates the
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intrinsic coagulation cascade, which is characterized by a number of zymogen-enzyme
conversions. For example, Factor XII, the first zymogen involved in the physiologic
intrinsic cascade, is converted into its active enzyme form Factor XIIa. This leads to the
activation of the Factor XI zymogen, and so on until prothrombin, the final zymogen in
the cascade (Factor II), is cleaved into thrombin (Factor IIa) (16). The detailed pathway
of the intrinsic cascade can be seen in Figure 1-2. The intrinsic pathway acts as a firstresponse to vessel injury. Even though thrombin is the end product of this pathway, it
does not need to be present initially for platelet activation.

5

Figure 1-2: Intrinsic coagulation cascade beginning with contact activation and ending
with thrombin production (16).

6

1.2.2 Extrinsic Pathway
Exposed tissue factor (Factor III) in the subendothelium initiates the extrinsic
platelet activation pathway. The progression of the extrinsic cascade is very similar to
that of the intrinsic and can be viewed in Figure 1-3. Initially, exposed tissue factor in
the subendothelium binds and activates Factor VII. The activation of Factor VII then
catalyzes reactions that activate Factors IX and X (14,17). Once again, the end result of
the extrinsic pathway is the production of thrombin. The activated Factor X and
thrombin that are produced as a result of the extrinsic pathway promote positive feedback
mechanisms for further Factor X and thrombin production by catalyzing the production
of all intermediates required for their production. In this sense, the extrinsic pathway is
often considered the amplification or recruitment phase of coagulation The thrombin
produced goes on to activate platelets by cleaving the protease-activated receptor on the
surface of platelets. Once activated, the platelets release adenosine diphosphate (ADP),
serotonin, and thromboxane into the bloodstream, all of which enhance platelet activation
(12,17). Lastly, thrombin activates Factor XI, a zymogen that is linked with the intrinsic
pathway. Therefore, thrombin plays an important role in the positive feedback
mechanisms which enhance both intrinsic and extrinsic pathways. It can be seen that the
main function of the extrinsic pathway is to amplify the signal for thrombus formation
through the recruitment of circulating platelets. In so doing, a platelet plug is formed
(18).

7

Figure 1-3: Extrinsic pathway of platelet activation (12).

1.2.3 Endothelial Defense Mechanisms
The endothelium of the human vasculature contains defense mechanisms that
control platelet activity through three separate pathways (19). One pathway leads to the
conversion of endothelial arachidonic acid into prostacyclin which is released into the
bloodstream. This conversion is regulated by the enzymes cyclooxygenase 1 and 2. The
presence of prostacyclin causes an elevation in platelet intracellular cyclic AMP
concentration, which acts to inhibit platelet function by decreasing intracellular calcium
concentrations (20,21). A second pathway is regulated by endothelial derived nitric
oxide production. Nitric oxide released into the bloodstream by the endothelium diffuses
into platelets. This also leads to a decrease in intracellular calcium concentrations (20).
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The final pathway which defends against platelet activity is regulated by ectonucleotidase
CD39. This enzyme, located on the endothelial cell surface, limits the concentrations of
ADP and ATP in the plasma, which play a major role in the recruitment phase of platelet
reactivity (22).

1.2.4 Fibrin Production
In addition to the continued activation of blood platelets near the injury site,
thrombin also converts the blood protein fibrinogen into fibrin. Fibrinogen is a dimeric
molecule whose two halves each consist of three polypeptide chains denoted as Aα, Bβ,
and γ. The two halves are connected covalently by disulfide bonds. The entire
fibrinogen molecule is estimated to weigh 340 kDa, and takes on a rod-like shape with an
overall length of 40-50 nm (23). Conversion from fibrinogen into fibrin occurs whenever
the thrombin molecule removes fibrinopeptides A and B from the Aα and Bβ chains of
fibrinogen, respectively. The fibrinogen molecule is then activated, and further cleavage
reactions lead to the production of fibrin polymers. A secondary transformation of the
fibrin polymers through Factor XIII catalyzes the formation of covalent crosslinks
between fibrin molecules, leading to the formation of a fibrin matrix (17,24). Fibrin
polymers then bind to the αIIbβ3 (CD41) fibrinogen receptor on the surface of activated
platelets. The result is an interwoven network of fibrin polymers bound to platelet
aggregates (18).
The rate at which fibrinogen is activated by thrombin is the most important factor
in determining the final structure of the fibrin clot. Hence, the initial concentrations of
fibrinogen and thrombin and the clotting time are crucial to the final structure and
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porosity of the clot. For example, Blombäck has shown that clotting time and the
porosity of a thrombus are directly related, whereas thrombin and fibrinogen
concentrations are both inversely related to porosity (24,25).

1.2.5 Thrombus Properties
The fibrin and platelet matrix that forms due to fibrinogen activation works to
entrap red blood cells (RBCs), white blood cells, and blood plasma to add integrity to the
thrombus. As a result, fibrin usually forms less than 1% of the entire clot structure.
Anand et al. (17) sites three different clot types: fibrin-rich clots, plasma clots and whole
blood clots. Fibrin-rich clots are formed when fibrinogen solutions are treated with
thrombin, plasma clots form when plasma is treated with thrombin and calcium chloride,
and whole blood clots form when calcium chloride is added to anti-coagulated whole
blood. The end properties of a clot are determined by the reactions that lead to their
formation, including fibrinogen polymerization and fibrin stabilization through Factor
XIIIa.
The viscoelastic behavior of fibrin promotes the viscoelasticity of blood clots.
These properties can vary greatly and often depend on the clot structure and biochemical
properties. At very low levels of strain, thrombi are highly elastic and have very little
inelastic components. At high straining frequencies, however, inelastic deformation is
observed. Fibrin molecules, and hence blood clots, are strain-stiffening in nature,
meaning that their moduli of elasticity increase with increasing deformations (26). The
hematocrit levels of circulating blood also play a role in determining the clot rheological
properties. A decrease in clot elasticity is observed with an increasing hematocrit level in
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the blood. This is a result of greater RBC entrapment within the fibrin network. Due to
the viscoelastic nature of RBC deformation, an increase in entrapped blood cells leads to
a decrease in overall clot elasticity (27). In addition, blood clots subjected to shear
deformations exhibit negative normal stresses. This implies that the diffusion of water
out of a clot leads to a downward stress that works to compress the clot. The
compressive effect within thrombi is relevant when considering how clots deform in vivo
(28).

1.2.6 Fibrinolysis
Thrombin and fibrin production through the coagulation cascade leads to the
continued recruitment and aggregation of platelets to form a thrombus. They also initiate
the pathways that lead to fibrinolysis, or clot dissolution. Thrombin and fibrin molecules
activate endothelial cells to produce tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), which catalyzes
the transformation of plasminogen into the lytic enzyme plasmin. Plasmin enzymes act
to digest the fibrin network into smaller units allowing for dissolution of the clot (17).
Therefore, fibrin network production and fibrinolysis are dynamic processes that occur
simultaneously during the coagulation process.
The structure of the fibrin network and the individual fibers that make up the clot
play a big role in the rate at which fibrinolysis occurs. Collet et al. (29) use gold-labeled
fibrinogen molecules to study fibrin formation and fibrinolysis in real-time. This study
shows a much higher cleavage rate for thin fibers within a fibrin network than thick
fibers. However, the configuration of the fibrin network, particularly the number of
fibers present per volume, has a more dramatic impact on the rate of fibrinolysis of the
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entire network. For instance, if only a small number of fibers are present in the network,
fibrinolysis will occur at a quicker rate. In addition to the intrinsic form of fibrinolysis,
mechanical dissolution of the clot can occur. Shear stresses that develop over a clot
surface from flowing blood can cause fibers to break away from the network. The
amount of stress needed to cause fibrin fracture is presented in work done by Riha et al.
(27).

1.2.7 Biomaterials Interaction
Coagulation in the cardiovascular system occurs due to the combined effects of
the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways. Damage to vessel walls exposes collagen and tissue
factor to flowing blood, initiating the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways, respectively. The
blood-biomaterials interactions that occur within cardiac assist devices, however, do not
involve collagen or tissue factor. Instead, protein adsorption to the surface of the
biomaterial allows Factor XII to bind to the surface, which then activates Factor XI. The
intrinsic pathway then continues as described previously. The contact-activated pathway
is therefore more dominant in biomaterials-initiated thrombosis than the extrinsic
pathway (16).

1.3 Virchow’s Triad

The method of thrombosis in the circulatory system was first put forth by
Virchow over 100 years ago. Virchow noted that the primary factors that lead to
thrombosis are stasis of the blood, vessel wall injury, and hypercoagulability (30). In the
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case of blood flow through artificial devices, these factors can be translated to blood
constituency, material properties of blood-contacting surfaces, and the fluid mechanics.

1.3.1 Blood Constituency
The cellular composition and chemical makeup of the circulating blood plays an
important role in coagulation. The presence of fibrinogen in the blood is a major
determinant of viscosity. Not only does a high fibrinogen level increase the blood
viscosity, but it also makes an individual more prone to thrombosis. This is true because
higher concentrations of fibrinogen increase the rate of fibrin production, leading to
tighter matrix formations that are more thrombogenic than fibrin matrices formed from
low fibrinogen concentrations (31,32). Risk factors such as smoking, hypertension and
diabetes mellitus all increase the fibrinogen level in the blood. Therefore, individuals
subject to these risk factors have a higher risk of thromboembolic events (33).
The lack of necessary clotting factors due to genetic disorders has been shown to
cause hemophilia and unstable thrombi. Furthermore, correlations between RBC
concentration, platelet recruitment, and fibrin growth have been observed (34,35). One
possibility for this correlation is the small size of platelets in comparison to RBCs. RBCs
are approximately 6-8 μm in diameter while platelets are typically no larger than 3 μm in
diameter. The small size of platelets forces them into the plasma skimming layer, which
increases surface contact and the coagulation response (36). Born et al. proposed that
RBCs signal platelets through the release of ADP (37). The prothrombotic response of
RBCs could be agonized by granule release from activated platelets, thus initiating a
positive feedback response (38).
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1.3.2 Material Properties
Obtaining compatibility between blood and biomaterials is a crucial factor in the
continued development and design of cardiovascular assist devices. Protein adsorption
must first occur on a surface in order for coagulation to take place in a medical device.
Normally, proteins adsorb more readily with hydrophobic surfaces. However,
coagulation is observed to occur with the highest propensity on anionic-hydrophilic
surfaces (Figure 1-4). To explain this effect, both surface types must be considered.
First, the tendency for proteins to adsorb to hydrophobic surfaces creates an adsorptiondilution effect, wherein the Factor XII zymogen must compete with other blood proteins
adsorbing to the surface. This greatly minimizes the frequency of Factor XII contact with
the hydrophobic surface and increases the amount of time needed for the coagulation
cascade to progress. On the other hand, coagulation onto anionic-hydrophilic surfaces is
rapid in comparison. This is due to Factor XII’s specificity for anionic surfaces. The
lack of protein competition combined with its anionic specificity allows Factor XII to
readily bind to a hydrophilic surface, and the coagulation cascade progresses rapidly
(39,40).
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Figure 1-4: Contact activation of thrombin on a hydrophilic surface (filled circles) and
two different hydrophobic surfaces (open circles and triangles). Spectroscopy
measurements were taken at two different surface areas; 78 mm2 and 353 mm2 (39).

1.3.3 Fluid Mechanics
The natural flow of blood through a vessel in the cardiovascular system creates an
antithrombotic effect. In addition to maintaining normal blood viscosity and consistent
blood mixing, natural blood flow also dilutes activated clotting factors and renews
circulating clotting inhibitors. Abnormalities in the geometry of the flow field, such as
bifurcations and curvatures, create areas of stagnant flow and decreased wall shear stress
(WSS). Over time, these stagnant areas become prone to thrombus formation (31,32).
Similarly, areas of low WSS in biomedical devices have a higher propensity for thrombus
formation. Without proper washing of stagnant areas, Factor XII is given more time to
adsorb to the biomaterial surface and initiate the contact activation pathway, increasing
the importance that cardiovascular devices are designed to reduce stasis.
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1.4 Backward-facing Step Flow

The rapid expansion geometry that is created by a backward-facing step (BFS) is
an effective model of stagnant, recirculating flow that is commonly found downstream of
an atherosclerotic plaque in the human circulation. Additionally, the sudden expansion
geometry is commonly found in cardiovascular devices, making its application in this
study ideal. The flow field produced by this geometry has been studied extensively and
is very well characterized. Armaly et al. (41) quantified the strong dependence of
reattachment length on Reynolds number, showing that the two are directly related,
although not linearly. Armaly et al. further determined experimentally and
computationally that a Reynolds number of approximately 1200 marked the transition
from laminar to turbulent flow (41). In addition to studying the primary recirculation
pattern developed by a BFS model, Armaly et al. identified additional recirculation
regions downstream of the step (41). Steady, laminar computational studies performed
by Biswas et al. analyzed the recirculation regions for a wide range of Reynolds numbers
and expansion ratios (42). They characterized a small corner vortex that forms at 104

<ReD<1 which maintains a constant size. As ReD is increased, the corner vortex grows

up the step wall and reaches the height of the step at about ReD=10. Further increases in
ReD showed increasing size of the developing recirculation region. An example of the
recirculation patterns in BFS flow can be seen in Figure 1-5.
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Figure 1-5: Streamlines showing the developed recirculation region downstream of a
BFS for ReD=100 (42).

1.5 Study Goals

Cardiovascular devices are still plagued by the effects of thrombosis that develop
due to blood-materials interactions and stagnant regions that are produced due to device
geometry. A better understanding of how thrombosis occurs in a sudden expansion is
needed in order to help develop more successful blood-contacting cardiovascular devices.
Specifically, it is desired to see how factors such as reattachment length, WSS, and blood
composition ultimately effect the development and cellular composition of a thrombus.
Previous work by Taylor et al. (43) using a BFS model showed linear thrombus growth in
an in vitro flow loop up to a period of 45 minutes, after which thrombus size stabilized at
a volume of about 0.1 cm3. In addition, simulations performed during these experiments
give insight into the WSSs that develop on a growing thrombus surface and an idea of the
reattachment length for the recirculating flow. The goal of this work is to verify
reattachment length, thrombus WSS, and growth models developed by Taylor et al. (43)
by attempting to increase the repeatability amongst experiments. Thrombus models are
produced using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and inserted into the recirculation region
of the BFS model. Using these PDMS models, studies are performed to further analyze
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thrombus growth in vitro using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and image
reconstruction. Using the reconstructed MRI images, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations are performed to numerically analyze the developing stresses on the
clot surfaces. Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) is then used to analyze the thickness of
the recirculation region at several downstream locations in an empty BFS model. Particle
image velocimetry (PIV) is used to study the developing flow fields in the recirculation
region of a BFS and to verify the recirculation length experimentally. Finally,
histological analysis is performed on thrombi formed in vitro to study the cellular
composition of these thrombi as they grow downstream of the step.
This chapter has focused on the basic principles of coagulation and how it occurs
both in vivo and in vitro. The following chapter will focus on the theory behind the
different experimental and computational techniques that are used in this study. Chapter
3 highlights the methods for each experiment that is performed, followed by a
presentation of the results in Chapter 4. A discussion and interpretation of the results is
given in Chapter 5. Finally, the conclusions from this study are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2 THEORY

This study uses multiple methodologies to understand the effect of fluid
mechanics on coagulation. This section provides a review of the different techniques
used in this study. First, a background on basic concepts in fluid mechanics is provided.
This is followed by reviews of the theory behind the different techniques.

2.1 Fluid Mechanics

Newton’s second law states that the net force acting on an object is equal to its
change in momentum. It is this law that is used to develop the principles of conservation
of mass and momentum as they pertain to fluid mechanics. Detailed derivations can be
obtained from (44), but a brief review is provided here.
Performing a mass balance on an infinitesimal control volume and utilization of
the law of conservation of mass yields the continuity equation (Equation 1),
(Continuity Equation)
where

is the gradient operator,

is the density of the fluid,

(1)
is the velocity vector, and

is time. The first term in the continuity equation represents the change in fluid density
as it changes with respect to time. For steady flow, which is the case for all experiments
performed in this study, this term reduces to zero. The experiments and computational
modeling performed in this study assume an incompressible fluid. Therefore, the second
term in the continuity equation can also be eliminated. Reducing and expanding the last
term in the continuity equation yields Equation 2,
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(Incompressible Continuity Equation)

(2)

where u, v, and w are the velocity vector components in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively.
Considering the same infinitesimal control volume described previously, a
momentum balance over the entire volume yields Equation 3,
[

]

where g is the gravity vector and

(Cauchy’s Equation)

(3)

is a nine-component stress tensor. The first term on

the left hand side of Equation 3 represents the local acceleration of the fluid with respect
to time. For steady flow considerations, this term reduces to zero. The second term is the
advective acceleration term. It represents the change of a fluid particle’s velocity that
occurs whenever that particle is advected into a different region of the flow field. The
effects of advective acceleration are most pronounced in the recirculation region
downstream of the BFS used in this study. The terms on the right hand side of Equation
3 are the force terms. The first of the force terms is the body force acting on the fluid.
This force develops due to gravity forces that act uniformly throughout the fluid volume.
The body force term is usually neglected from the momentum equations because its
contribution to the total force acting on a fluid volume is negligible when compared to
the second force term, representing the surface forces acting on a fluid element. The
surface forces that are contained within the stress tensor can be divided into two types:
those that develop due to compressive pressure forces and those that develop due to
viscous shear stresses in the flow. Using constitutive equations to write the stress tensor
in terms of velocity and pressure fields and making the assumptions of incompressibility
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and Newtonian fluid characteristics, the Navier-Stokes equations can be derived. The
general form of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation (Equation 4) is,
[

]

where P is the pressure and

(Incompressible, Newtonian N-S Equation) (4)
is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.

The dimensionless Reynolds number is a dependent way of predicting developing
flow field characteristics. This parameter is dynamic in its uses and can be applied to
analyze external and internal flows. It also serves as a good predictor of flow transition
from laminar to turbulent. Laminar flow in pipes typically occurs at ReD<2300, and
turbulent flows develop at ReD>4000 (44). The interval between 2300 and 4000 gives
rise to transitional flows which exhibit characteristics of both laminar and turbulent
flows. The equation for Reynolds number in pipe flow (Equation 5) is,
(Reynolds Number)

(5)

where DH is the hydraulic diameter and v is the average velocity. The hydraulic diameter
is used for the Reynolds number calculation because it allows for the development of
characteristic length of any arbitrarily shaped flow chamber. The hydraulic diameter for
any cross section can be found by using Equation 6,
(Hydraulic Diameter)

(6)

where Ac is the cross-sectional area and p is the cross-section perimeter (44,45). When
considering BFS flow in this study, Reynolds numbers are calculated using the flow
characteristics in the upstream, semi-circular portion of the model. Therefore, a
hydraulic diameter must be calculated using the upstream model dimensions.
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2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a method of medical imaging that is based
on the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Its primary function is in
clinical settings to acquire high quality images of the human body non-invasively. In this
study, it is used to acquire topographic information pertaining to thrombus size and
structure. A basic outline of the concepts behind MRI is provided here. For more
detailed information, see (46,47).
The basic idea underlying MRI is the absorption and emission of energy in the
radio frequency range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Hydrogen atoms serve as the
primary targets for MRI because of their abundance in the human body and their ability
to produce an NMR signal. The nucleus of a hydrogen atom, which contains only one
proton, possesses spin which produces a tiny magnetic field and allows the nucleus to
produce an NMR signal. In MRI, the proton spins become aligned by a constantly
applied magnetic field (Bo). At equilibrium, the direction of the Bo field is the direction
of the net magnetization vector (Mo) created by the aligned protons. Smaller magnetic
fields are introduced which disturb the alignment of protons away from the Bo direction.
When these smaller magnetic fields are turned off, the protons begin to realign
themselves with the Bo field. The spin lattice relaxation time (T1), shown in Equation 7,
describes how the component of magnetization aligned with Bo returns to its equilibrium
value:
(Spin Lattice Relaxation)
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(7)

where MZ is the component of magnetization in the direction of the Bo fields and t is the
time after displacement of the magnetization. At equilibrium, MZ and Mo are equivalent.
The second relaxation time of importance is the spin-spin relaxation time (T2). When a
net magnetization exists in the XY plane due to the initial equilibrium shift, this
magnetization rotates about the Z axis at the characteristic Larmor frequency. The T2
time constant describes the return of the transverse magnetization (MXY) to its
equilibrium (MXYo) value by Equation 8:
(Spin-Spin Relaxation)

(8)

The T2 relaxation time is always less than or equal to the T1 time because the net XY
plane magnetization must go to zero before the longitudinal magnetization can grow in
the Z direction back to Mo. The effects of both relaxation times are used in MRI studies
in order to distinguish different tissues.
Two factors play a role in the actual decay of transverse magnetization. These
factors are molecular interactions and variations in the applied Bo field. Combining these
two effects gives T2*, which describes the transverse decay taking both effects into
account. It is the T2* weighted images that provide the best contrast for imaging
thrombus formation.
Gradient-echo imaging is used in this study to obtain images of thrombi. The
gradient echo sequences manipulate applied RF pulse sequences in order to decrease the
repetition time (TR). This ultimately reduces MRI scan time as well. Changing TR is a
good way to improve contrast of obtained MRI images (45).
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2.3 Laser Doppler Velocimetry

Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) is a flow measurement technique that is useful
for acquiring point velocity measurements in a fluid and is based on the Doppler effect.
The Doppler effect occurs when incoming light at a certain frequency is scattered and
reflected from a moving particle at a different frequency. This frequency change in the
light waves is a Doppler shift and can be detected in LDV with a photodetector. LDV is
a non-invasive technique which allows for measurement of individual velocity
components. It also offers great spatial resolution and is ideal for sampling in regions of
high velocity gradients and recirculations.
In order to obtain LDV measurements, the fluid must be seeded with particles.
These particles must be neutrally buoyant with the fluid so that the particle speed can be
assumed as the speed of the fluid (48). The Stokes number (Equation 9) is a
dimensionless parameter that corresponds to the behavior of particles suspended in a
flow. It represents the ratio between the particle relaxation time to the characteristic flow
time and can be used to determine acceptable particle properties for a specific fluid:
(Stokes Number)
where dp is the particle diameter,

is the density of the particle,

(9)
is the dynamic

viscosity of the blood analog, and TLDV is the mean gate time of the LDV system. For
this study the blood analog is a sodium iodide solution which is adjusted to ensure a
refractive index that matches that of the acrylic model (N=1.487). A Stokes number
much less than one is necessary in order to assure that the particles follow fluid
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streamlines. If the Stokes number is too large, the particle’s inertia dominates and its
momentum will carry it away from a fluid streamline in regions of advection (44).
A constant frequency light source is required for LDV data acquisition. To
achieve this, an Argon-ion laser is outputted into the FiberlightTM (TSI Inc., Shoreview,
MN) which separates and projects green and blue wavelengths. Beams of the same
wavelength are converged and intersect to form an ellipsoidal measurement volume
(Figure 2-1). The coherence of light creates a fringe pattern through constructive and
destructive interference. The movement of particles through this volume creates a
disturbance in the fringe patterns, which is detected by the LDV system (49).

Figure 2-1: Convergence of equivalent beams to form a measurement volume (48).

The dimensions of the measurement volume are dependent on the laser diameter
(De-2), the focal length (f) of the optical system, the wavelength of the light (λ), and the
half angle (κ/2). The dimensions of the ellipsoidal volume (Equations 10 and 11) are:
(Measurement Volume Width)
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(10)

(Measurement Volume Length)

(11)

The size of the measurement volume determines the spatial resolution of the LDV
system. Decreasing the characteristic ellipsoid dimensions increases the resolution.
The characteristics of the fringe pattern created by the coherent light are also of
importance. The fringe spacing (df) is dependent on the half angle and the wavelength of
the laser (Equation 12) and the number of fringes (NFR) depends on the diameter (dm) of
the measurement volume and the fringe spacing (Equation 13):
(Fringe Spacing)

(12)

(Number of Fringes)

(13)

The measurement volume and developed fringe pattern can be seen in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: LDV measurement volume and characteristic dimensions (48).

When particles cross into the measurement volume, the coherent light is scattered
and reflected. A photodetector receives and registers the scattered light and transmits the
signal to a processor which converts frequency shifts into velocity data. One of the issues
that develops in LDV analysis is directionality of the flowing particle. If the overlapping
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beams are directed into the measurement volume at the same frequency and phase then
no knowledge of particle direction can be determined. To correct for this, a Bragg cell is
used which acoustically shifts one of the overlapping beams by 40 MHz. This
acoustically shifted beam imparts fringe movement in the measurement volume.
Whenever a particle imparts a Doppler shift, this change in frequency is either added or
subtracted from the 40 MHz. A particle moving in the same direction as the fringe
motion will impart a lower measured frequency and a resulting negative velocity.
Particles moving against the fringe motion have positive velocities. In addition to
determining directionality, the acoustic shift allows for near zero velocity measurements.

2.4 Particle Image Velocimetry

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a noninvasive flow measurement technique
that allows characterization of an entire flow field (50,51). As opposed to the Lagrangian
approach utilized in LDV, PIV takes an Eulerian approach to flow measurement. A
double-pulsed laser technique is used to measure instantaneous velocity distributions in a
plane of flow (44). The first step in PIV is seeding the flow with particles. Similar to
LDV, it is important that the Stokes number (equation 9) of the particles is much less
than one in order to assure that they travel with the streamlines of the fluid. After seeding
the flow, a pulse of laser light illuminates a two-dimensional slice of the flow field at the
desired location (Figure 2-3). The scattering of light by the particles in the flow is
captured with a camera positioned perpendicular to the plane of interest. A second pulse
of light then illuminates the same two-dimensional plane a short time (ΔT) after the first.
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Particle displacements between the two images are tracked and velocities in x and y
directions can be calculated using Equations 14 and 15:
(x-component of velocity)

(14)

(y-component of velocity)

(15)

Figure 2-3: Experimental arrangement of PIV in wind tunnel application (52).

Particle displacements and velocity measurements are determined through pattern
recognition between the images. The ability to accurately track these displacements is
the main challenge in PIV. There are three traditional approaches to particle tracking
based upon the particle density in the fluid. It is possible to track the motions of each
individual particle if the seeding is sufficiently low using a technique called particle
tracking velocimetry (PTV). For very high seeded flows, laser speckle velocimetry
(LSV) is used. This technique relies on the speckle patterns from the highly dense
particle cloud to evaluate local velocities. The most popular tracking technique involves
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medium levels of seeding and is often called standard PIV. Standard PIV uses a
statistical approach to track the displacement of a group of particles within indicated
small volumes, or interrogation regions. These interrogation regions are cross-correlated
to identify approximate linear displacements amongst the particle groups. A crosscorrelation peak occurs where the group particle displacement shifts in the second image.
This indicates a displacement that can be used to calculate velocity vectors. Using this
approach the entire flow field can be mapped (52). Standard PIV is used as the
measurement technique in this study and will be referred to as PIV henceforth.
PIV assumes all particles in an interrogation region move a similar distance and
direction because of the small time difference between images. Therefore, PIV is the
pattern recognition of particle distribution within an interrogation region, not the
averaged particle displacements. Cross correlation is the basic pattern recognition
method used in calculating particle displacement in PIV. Cross correlation between
images produces a displacement peak (Figure 2-4) for each interrogation region, from
which velocity vectors can be calculated (51–53).

Figure 2-4: Cross-correlation peak from PIV interrogation region (54).
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2.5 Computational Fluid Dynamics

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a field of study that is useful for solving
the partial differential equations that appear in the Navier-Stokes equations. This is
accomplished by converting the equations into algebraic, discretized forms for digital
computing. Three steps must be taken in order to develop a flow problem using CFD.
First, the simulation geometry and parameters must be properly developed. Mesh
generation is the most important component in this step. Creating a mesh involves
breaking down the flow domain into discrete cells that are suitable for computation.
Each cell represents a volume in the flow domain, so it is important for a high quality
mesh to be developed to ensure accuracy. Grid refinement studies are typically
performed to choose a suitable mesh density and distribution. Cell densities are often
higher near surface regions where velocity gradients are much larger than in the
freestream. This study uses the results of a grid refinement study found in (43) to
generate meshes for simulations. With a mesh generated the remaining simulation
parameters such as boundary conditions and discretization schemes can be set. The
second step in CFD simulations is solving. Thousands of iterations are performed over
the computational domain until the residuals between cells are negligibly small and
achieve convergence. It is also important to monitor flow variables to assure they
achieve practical values. Finally, post-processing occurs in order to extract useful data
by analyzing and visualizing flow field parameters (45).
The accuracy of a simulation is dependent on the discretization schemes that are
used to solve the partial differential terms in the flow equations. Discretization involves
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transferring continuous models and equations into discrete counterparts in order to
process digitally. Table 2-1 lists the terms from the flow equations as well as their
respective discretization schemes used for this study.

Table 2-1: Discretization schemes chosen for partial differential terms in flow equations.
Term Description
Mathematical Expression
Discretization Scheme
First Time Derivative

Steady-State

Second Time Derivative

)

Steady-State

Gradient

Cell-Limited Least Squares

Convection

Gauss Linear Upwind

Divergence

Gauss Linear

Laplacian

Gauss Linear Limited

From Table 2-1 the first and second time derivative terms are discretized as
steady state. This scheme automatically evaluates any time integral as zero because the
flow has been defined to be steady, or unchanging with time. Gradient expressions are
discretized using least squares regression for each particular cell in the mesh.
Convection, divergence, and Laplacian terms are all discretized using a Gaussian
approach by integrating over an entire control volume and linearization via Gauss’
Theorem. The linear upwind scheme for convection terms approximates via linear
extrapolation from two upstream nodes and is of second order accuracy (55). The Gauss
linear limited scheme for Laplacian discretization is a combination of corrected and
uncorrected numerical behavior schemes. The corrected scheme is an unbounded, second
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order approach whereas the uncorrected is bounded and first order. More information on
the discretization schemes can be found in (55,56).
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Chapter 3 METHODS

The use of a BFS geometry was chosen for these experiments because of its
relatively frequent occurrence in cardiovascular devices. The sudden expansion in flow
geometry created by a backwards step promotes recirculation and regions of stasis just
downstream of the expansion. These regions of stagnant, low shear flow are prone to
thrombosis in artificial devices. Additionally, the stagnant region created by this
geometry has a characteristic length associated with it called the reattachment length,
which is the length downstream of the step where flow reattaches to the wall and the
recirculation region disappears. The reattachment length dictates the maximum size
thrombus that will develop in the recirculation region.

3.1 Experimental Methods
3.1.1 Experiment Design
The BFS model consists of two acrylic pieces which are fastened together at the
step with four nuts and bolts and an O-ring to prevent leaking. The upstream portion of
the model has a semi-circular cross-section, which has been truncated to create a step
height of 2.5 mm. The wetted perimeter of the upstream channel is 29.6 mm, and the
cross-sectional area is 63.19 mm2, giving a hydraulic diameter of 8.54 mm. The
downstream channel is fully circular in cross-section with a diameter of 10 mm. The
setup of the acrylic model can be viewed in Figure 3.1.
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A)

B)

Figure 3-1: Experimental acrylic model used. A) depicts the upstream (left) and
downstream (right) cross sections of the model, and B) depicts the dimensions of the
model setup (45).
The ends of the model consist of 5/8” outer diameter channels that were designed
to allow connection of the model to 1/4” tubing. Plastic tubing with 5/8” inner diameter
were fastened to the ends of the model using plastic C-clamps. A 1/4" – 5/8” adapter was
attached on the upstream and downstream ends of the model to provide a transition from
the 1/4" tubing of the loop into the model upstream and a transition from the model back
to the 1/4" tubing downstream. These were also fastened to the 5/8” inner diameter
tubing using plastic c-clamps. Tygon® tubing 1/4" inner diameter was connected to the
adapters to create a continuous loop. The tubing consisted of two pieces approximately
four meters in length, two pieces 135 cm in length, and one piece 55 cm in length. The
four meter pieces of tubing are required in order to extend the model into the MRI
scanner while the pump could be kept outside of the scanner magnetic field. The two 135
cm pieces serve as inlet and outlet into the flow loop for filling and draining. The shorter
55 cm piece is used to provide a direct connection between inlet and outlet tubing.
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Finally, 1/4" Y-adapters were used to connect the inlet and outlet tubing to the rest of the
flow loop setup. A schematic of the general experimental setup is shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2: Schematic of the MRI flow loop (45).

3.1.2 PDMS Models
Previous studies had developed three-dimensional surface reconstructions of
thrombi formed in a BFS model (43). Using surface STL files for a thrombus formed
after 15 minutes of flow (Figure 3-3), a surface negative was obtained using MeshLab
(ISTI-CNR, Pisa, Italy). The surface negative was used to develop a mold that was
fabricated by stereolithography (SLA) from 3D Systems Inc. (Rock Hill, South Carolina).
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) was used to
create castings of the 15 minute clots in the molds. To aid in removal of the models from
the molds, a silanizing agent was applied to the mold surfaces prior to introduction of
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PDMS. Once removed from the molds, the PDMS models were allowed to soak in a
0.1% bovine collagen Type I solution (Sigma Aldrich) for 24 hours. The models were
then placed into the downstream recirculation region of the acrylic model using doublesided tape. An example of one of the PDMS clot models is shown in Figure 3-3D.

A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 3-3: A) Top and B) isometric views of 15 minute STL file used for C) mold
fabrication. D) PDMS model clots are created to mimic these thrombi.

Several studies were performed to determine optimal collagen solution
concentration to be used for binding collagen to the PDMS surface. Collagen
concentration was varied and adhesion to the PDMS was verified using an Aniline Blue
solution. After several trials, a collagen solution of 0.1% provided the best qualitative
results. Figure 3-4 shows a PDMS model that has been collagen-coated and stained with
Aniline Blue for adhesion verification.
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Figure 3-4: Collagen-coated PDMS model that has been stained with Aniline Blue to
confirm collagen adhesion.

The PDMS models that were formed varied in exact surface topography from run
to run. Because of the small size of the molds, it was difficult to remove the models
while preserving precise surface topography for each clot. Although the surface
topography may have varied slightly between models, the general shape was maintained,
especially in areas that were closest to the step.

3.1.3 Operating the Loop
The flow loop was initially rinsed prior to every experiment with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) in order to rinse all blood contacting surfaces and to create a sterile
environment for the blood. A peristaltic pump (Masterflex, Model No. 7520-40, ColeParmer Instrument Company, Vernon Hills, IL) was used to displace all fluids during the
experiments. The peristaltic pump allows for the movement of blood through the loop
without direct contact with the blood, thus eliminating additional blood-materials
interactions that would otherwise occur. Bubbles would often develop in the lines of
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tubing during the initial filling of the loop with PBS. It was very important to make sure
to remove all bubbles from the flow loop prior to introducing the blood because
unwanted bubbles could have deleterious effects on the results. Once the loop was
completely filled with PBS and bubble-free, blood could be displaced into the loop for
experimental testing.
Bovine blood harvested from live specimens at the Pennsylvania State University
Dairy Farm (IACUC #31075) was used in all experiments. Roughly 500 mL of blood
was collected prior to each run in a blood donor bag which contained 63 mL of citrate
phosphate dextrose (CPDA-1) anticoagulant. In order to reverse the effects of CPDA-1
on the blood before testing, it was necessary to recalcify the blood to reintroduce the
clotting mechanisms. A 6.45 mass % CaCl2 solution was used at a ratio of 1 mL of
calcium solution to every 50 mL of blood. The concentrations used were determined
previously within our lab and are consistent with previous BFS experiments that have
been performed. Upon recalcification of blood, it was then pumped into the flow loop.
Once the loop was completely filled with blood, the inlet and outlet lines were clamped
shut and the blood was allowed to flow in a continuous circuit at a flow rate of 0.76
L/min for the desired period of time. This flow rate corresponds to an average upstream
velocity of 0.2 m/s and an upstream ReD of approximately 490. For this study, loop
operation times were for 15 minutes and 45 minutes (n=3 each). All experiments took
place at room temperature. Because of the presence of a 15 minute model clot in the
recirculation region before the loop is operated, the resulting clot (model plus additional
thrombus deposition) would theoretically correlate to 30 and 60 minute clots,
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respectively. Upon completion of the experiment, the loop was refilled with PBS to
provide better contrast for clot imaging with MRI.
Any excess blood that remained in the donor bag after the loop was filled was
used to measure blood hematocrit and platelet concentration. It was important to monitor
these parameters because of the changing blood characteristics between donors. Blood
was drawn into four capillary tubes and placed in a Critspin Microhematocrit Centrifuge
(Iris Sample Processing, Inc., Westwood, MA) for 120 seconds at 16,000 rpm.
Hematocrits were measured with digital calipers in the capillary tubes by measuring the
packed RBC length and dividing by the total blood volume length. Platelet counts were
performed by measuring equal amounts of whole blood into 15 mL centrifuge tubes.
These samples were spun at 1800 rpm for 12 minutes using a Jouan CR3i centrifuge
(Thermo-Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) resulting in platelet-rich plasma (PRP)
separation. The PRP was removed from the centrifuge tubes and diluted by a factor of
1:20 in PBS. The dilution was loaded onto a hemacytometer and manual platelet counts
were performed using a Nikon Eclipse 50i microscope (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan).

3.1.4 MRI Data Acquisition and Segmentation
MRI imaging was performed using a 7 Tesla horizontal preclinical MRI system
(Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). Three-dimensional gradient echo sequences were performed
prior to loop operation to collect topographic information on the PDMS model as well as
after the experiment to analyze thrombus deposition and growth. Surface topographies of
the PDMS clots may have changed slightly from model to model as previously stated;
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therefore, it was necessary to collect data on the PDMS clots prior to loop operation to
track any discrepancies. For MRI scans a gradient echo pulse sequence was used with a
TR of 30 ms, a flip angle of 15 degrees, and an echo time of 10 ms. These settings
allowed for good contrast between formed thrombus and the PBS solution. Data was
collected in a cuboid 49.5 mm x 15 mm x 15 mm, with the long dimension oriented
axially. Using these settings, an isotropic resolution of 150 μm was attained. Scanning
took approximately 15 minutes to complete.
Raw MRI data was reconstructed using MATLAB (The Math Works, Inc., Natick
MA). A sample of the MATLAB code used for image reconstruction can be viewed in
Appendix A. Zero filling was applied to the image set in each direction, improving the
final voxel resolution to 75μm. Image sequences were created from the data set and
imported into Avizo (Visualization Sciences Group, Burlington MA). Using these
sequences, surface reconstructions of the acrylic model, PDMS clot, and additional
thrombus deposition were developed by manual segmentation and interpolation using a
modified marching cubes algorithm (57). From these reconstructions total volume and
exposed surface area were calculated for each thrombus and PDMS clot.

3.1.5 Histology Studies
Clots that formed in the recirculation region of the BFS model were harvested at
the completion of the experiment. The loop was completely drained and the model was
separated at the seam into its upstream and downstream halves. The formed clot was
carefully removed from the model and immediately soaked in a 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) fixative. Fixation of the specimen occurred for a minimum of 48 hours. This was
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done in order to enhance the effects of the staining procedure. After fixation of the
samples, the thrombi were embedded and blocked in paraffin wax, which created a
permanent mount for the samples. Using a Shandon Finesse® microtome (ThermoFisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA), the clots were then sectioned into 5 μm thick
slices. Starting at the location of the step, sections were taken progressively every 0.25
mm downstream through the length of the clot in order to understand clot composition
proceeding throughout its entirety (Figure 3-5). This method of sectioning was also
completed in order to compare particular regions of interest within the clot, such as
regions that were exposed to flow over the surface versus regions that rested against the
acrylic model.

Figure 3-5: Sampling method used during histological sectioning. Units are in mm.

Sections that were obtained from the microtome were floated in a warm water
bath and mounted onto microscope slides. To better visualize the cellular components of
the clots, the samples were stained using a Carstairs’ staining procedure. The Carstairs’s
staining protocol (Appendix A) involves initial dewaxing and hydration of samples via a
xylene substitute, decreasing concentrations of ethanol solutions, and final immersion in
PBS. Staining of samples then occurs through Ferric Ammonium Sulfate, Mayer’s
Hematoxylin, Picric-Acid Orange, Ponceau Fuschin, Phosphotungstic Acid, and Aniline
Blue solutions. Samples are then dehydrated through several changes of ethanol
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solutions before the slides are cover slipped for viewing. Using this protocol, fibrin
structures appear bright red, platelets gray blue or navy, collagen bright blue, and RBCs
clear yellow (58). Once prepared, the slides were viewed using an Olympus BX-51
brightfield microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

3.1.6 LDV Measurements
Data collection for LDV was performed to verify the recirculation region that
develops in an empty BFS model with an upstream ReD of 490. To do this, a 40%
hematocrit blood analog was produced with a refractive index of N=1.487 and a viscosity
of 1.45 cSt using Xanthan gum (0.03%), glycerin (15.35%), water (35.09%), and sodium
iodide (49.53%) by weight. This fluid was seeded with 10 μm diameter hollow glass
microparticles (Composition Materials Co., Milford, CT) which produced a Stokes
number of 38.2x10-6. The flow loop was constructed as previously described in Section
3.1.1. Previous bovine blood viscosity measurements yielded an average viscosity of
3.50 cSt (43). In order to achieve dynamic similarity within the BFS model using the
blood analog, the flow rate had to be adjusted to achieve the desired upstream ReD of
490. The flow rate for LDV operation was 0.31 L/min, which was monitored using a
flow probe (Transonic Systems Inc., Ithaca, NY).
A TSI Inc. LDV System (Shoreview, MN) was used for data collection. This
utilized an Innova 70c Argon-ion laser (Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) outputted into a
FiberlightTM (TSI Inc., Shoreview MN) in order to separate the beam into green and blue
wavelengths. The total power outputted by the laser was 1.8 W. Data was obtained
using a photodetector (FSA 4000) in backscatter mode which allowed data rate detection
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and a simple setup procedure (48,49). Table 3-1 provides the LDV system parameters
that were used to collect data.

Table 3-1: LDV parameters used for data collection.
LDV Parameters
Symbol
Wavelength in Air
Beam Half-Angle
Focal Length in Air
Beam Diameter

Green

Blue

[nm]

514.50

488.00

10.49

10.49

[
f

[mm]

135

135

De-2

[mm]

2.65

2.65

[ m]

33.37

31.65

[ m]

1.4128

1.3400

23.96

23.96

Beam Waist
Fringe Spacing

[Units]

df

Number of Fringes

NFR

Measurement Volume
Diameter in Air
Measurement Volume
Diameter in Blood Analog
Measurement Volume
Length in Air
Measurement Volume
Length in Blood Analog

dm,air

[ m]

33.94

32.19

dm,fluid

[ m]

50.37

47.77

lm,air

[ m]

183.31

173.87

lm,fluid

[ m]

272.03

258.02

An empty BFS model was setup in the LDV system so that velocity
measurements could be obtained in the axial direction. In order to determine spatial
location in the model, data rates registered by FlowSizerTM (TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN)
and the LDV software were used. A list of parameters used for FlowSizerTM data
collection can be seen in Table 3-2. To find the vertical centerline in the channel, the
measurement volume was traversed horizontally until data rates decreased by one or two
orders of magnitude and velocity measurements were nearly zero, indicating the volume
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was at a wall. The second wall of the channel was found in the same manner, and the
midpoint between the two walls was located. With the measurement volume centered,
the traverse could be moved axially and vertically in order to measure velocities in the
recirculation region.

Table 3-2: FlowSizerTM parameters used for LDV operation.
Processor Controls
Units
Channel 1
PMT Voltage

[V]

525

Burst Threshold

[mV]

30

Band Pass Filter

[MHz]

0.3-3

Downmix Frequency

[MHz]

38.5

Gate Scale Coincidence

[%]

100

Minimum Possible Velocity

[m/s]

-1.70

Maximum Possible Velocity

[m/s]

2.12

There was limited access to the recirculation region just downstream of the step
due to the junction which separates the two halves of the model and the small width of
the thicker portion of acrylic (Figure 3-6). Because of this data could only be acquired
from regions <1 cm from the step. In order to verify the recirculation region, the
measurement volume was traversed to known downstream distances of 3, 5, and 7 mm.
The volume was then moved radially downward from the freestream until a measured
velocity of 0.00 +/- 0.01 m/s was observed. The height of this location from the bottom
of the BFS channel was recorded and compared to the calculated recirculation height
from an empty BFS simulation at the same downstream location.
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A)

B)

Figure 3-6: Model placement for LDV data acquisition. A) shows model orientation
with flow from left to right, and the arrow in B) shows the width of the thick portion of
acrylic where data was collected.

3.1.7 PIV Measurements
Flow loop setup for PIV is similar to what was previously described for LDV data
acquisition in Section 3.1.6. The seeded 40% hematocrit blood analog was used in the
flow loop at a flow rate of 0.31 L/min, and again this was monitored using a transonic
flow probe. Data was collected for an empty BFS model and for a model in which a 15
minute PDMS clot had been attached. Optical access to the centerplane in the region just
downstream of the step was obtained using a LaserPulseTM Light Arm (TSI Inc.,
Shoreview, MN). The developed recirculation regions were observed and analyzed using
the Gemini PIV 15 system (New Wave Research, Fremont, CA), which includes dual
Nd:YAG lasers to produce a 6 mm light beam. This beam passed through a -25 mm
cylindrical lens coupled with a 25 mm diameter high-energy mirror and a 500 mm
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spherical lens in order to produce a 500 μm light sheet which entered through the top of
the model and illuminated a two-dimensional sheet along the axial centerline of the
model. A charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN) with a Nikon
AF Micro-Nikkor 60 mm f/2.8D lens (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was placed to
the side of the model perpendicular to the plane of interest in order to capture sequential
images for data analysis. A LaserPulseTM Synchronizer (TSI Inc.) and a personal
computer (Dell, Inc., Round Rock, TX) were used in parallel to develop a framestraddling technique The ΔT between each image pair was 300 μs in the freestream
regions and 900 μs near the recirculation regions. Two hundred images were taken at
each plane to provide sufficient data for post-processing and to converge the statistics.
After the images were captured, a masking technique was used through a custom
MATLAB program (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA), which locates the fluid
boundary of the images and removes any background noise surrounding the region of
interest (53). The code used for PIV masking can be viewed in Appendix A. InsightTM
3G (TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN) was used to obtain velocity vectors for each PIV image
pair. The Hart Correlation algorithm was used for cross-correlation because of its
efficiency in correlating overlapping interrogation regions. The velocity vectors from
each image pair were then averaged to provide a single averaged velocity field. The
settings used for image capture can be viewed in Table 3-3. The minimum velocity
measured using these settings was 0.0012 m/s.
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Table 3-3: Imaging parameters used for PIV data acquisition.
Parameter
Units
Value
Straddle

PIV Frame Mode
Pulse Repetition Rate

[Hz]

14.50

Laser Pulse Delay

[μm]

400

Delta T

[μs]

300/900

PIV Exposure

[μs]

405

3.2 Computational Methods

Four geometries were used for CFD simulations. The first three were derived
from MRI data from a 15 minute PDMS model, a 15 minute model plus 15 minutes of
thrombus deposition, and a 15 minute model plus 45 minutes of thrombus deposition.
The final geometry was an empty BFS model to simulate the full recirculation region in
the downstream region. The dimensions of models matched those shown in Figure 3-1,
with 200 mm upstream and downstream channels to assure the flow is fully developed by
the time it reaches the step. The image sequences for these experiments were segmented
using Avizo to create four STL files: inlet, outlet, channel, and thrombus surface.
OpenFOAM version 2.1.1 (OpenCFD, Ltd, Bracknell, UK) was used for all meshing and
simulation procedures. Meshes for each simulation were generated using the
snappyHexMesh utility in OpenFOAM which utilizes hexahedral and split-hexahedral
elements to develop a coarse mesh. The mesh was iteratively refined and five wall-
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normal layers were added on the walls of the channel and thrombus surfaces to resolve
the velocity gradients in these regions. Figure 3-7 shows the four meshes used for the
simulations. Table 3-4 gives cell counts for each of the meshes.
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Figure 3-7: Meshes used for CFD simulations. The left column shows side views of the
meshes and the right column shows bottom views. A) and B) are for an empty BFS
model, C) and D) for a 15 minute PDMS clot, E) and F) for a 30 minute thrombus
(PDMS and additional deposition) and G) and H) for a 60 minute thrombus (PDMS and
additional deposition).
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Table 3-4: Total cell counts for the four CFD geometries.
CFD Geometry
Total Hexahedral Cell Count
Empty BFS

19382213

15-Minute PDMS Model

18355905

30-Minute (PDMS Model +15 Minutes of Blood Flow)

17499265

60-Minute (PDMS Model +45 Minutes of Blood Flow)

16985233

CFD simulations were performed in order to investigate WSS on, and developing
flow patterns over, the thrombi. For all simulations blood was assumed to be Newtonian
and the flow laminar. The Newtonian approximation was used for CFD in order to
simplify the models and decrease computational time. The SimpleFOAM solver in
OpenFOAM was used for simulations. SimpleFOAM discretizes the steady-state
incompressible continuity equation and Navier-Stokes equations using the finite volume
method. The equations are then solved using the semi-implicit method for pressure
linked equations (SIMPLE) which utilizes Equations 16 and 17:

where

is the del operator,

(S-S Incompressible Continuity)

(16)

(S-S Incompressible N-S)

(17)

is the Laplacian operator, is the kinematic viscosity, u is

the velocity vector, and p is the pressure. Viscosity for the simulations containing clot
geometries in the recirculation was set to 3.5 cSt as determined by Taylor et al. (43). A
constant velocity boundary condition of 0.2 m/s was defined at the inlet, giving an
upstream ReD of 490 to match with experimental methods. A zero gradient velocity
boundary condition was defined at the outlet. The no-slip condition was imposed along
all surfaces of the channel and the exposed thrombus surface. A zero gradient pressure
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boundary condition was imposed at the inlet and all surfaces, and a constant pressure of
zero was imposed at the outlet. For the empty BFS model simulation, viscosity was set to
1.45 cSt so that direct comparisons could be made between these CFD simulations and
the empty-model PIV and LDV experiments. As a result, the inlet velocity was adjusted
to 0.082 m/s to maintain dynamic similarity with the whole blood studies. Upon
completion of the simulations, velocity patterns were viewed and WSS on thrombus
surfaces were calculated using Paraview (Kitware, Clifton Park, NY).
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Chapter 4 RESULTS
4.1 Experimental Results
4.1.1 Thrombus Growth
Image segmentation of MRI data using Avizo resulted in three-dimensional
surface reconstructions of the thrombi surfaces. The PDMS model surfaces and resulting
experimental thrombus (PDMS model plus additional deposition) for each experiment
can be seen in Figure 4-1. Using these surfaces volume and exposed surface area data
can be calculated directly from the Avizo software. The resulting growth data is shown
plotted in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-1: Surface reconstructions of MRI data from Avizo. The left column shows the
15-minute PDMS clot for each experiment, and the right column shows the resulting
thrombus (PDMS plus additional deposition). A) – F) show experiments performed with
15 minutes of blood flow and G) – L) show experiments with 45 minutes of blood flow.
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Figure 4-2: Clot growth on PDMS models. The vertical axes plot volume (left) and
exposed surface area (right) versus time.

Figure 4-2 gives data for three time points. The 15-minute set is for the PDMS
clots (N=6) prior to loop operations. The 30-minute set is for the PDMS clots plus
resulting deposition after 15 minutes of blood flow (N=3). The 60-minute set is for the
PDMS clots plus resulting deposition after 45 minutes of blood flow (N=3). Standard
error of the mean (SEM) was calculated for each data set. For the 15-minute PDMS
clots, SEMs were 1.952x10-3 and 1.950x10-2 for volume and exposed surface area,
respectively. This was expected because the models changed very little between
experiments. SEMs for the 30-minute set were 0.0335 and 0.374 for volume and surface
area, respectively, and were 0.00657 and 0.111 for the 60-minute volume and surface
area, respectively. Table 4-1 shows the individual results of each experiment with blood
hematocrit measurements and platelet counts.
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Table 4-1: Volume, surface area, and measured blood properties for each experiment.
Experiment

Time (min)

Volume
(cm3)

Exposed Surface
Area (cm2)

Hematocrit
(%)

Platelet Count
(platelets/mL)

Clot Length
(cm)

1

30

0.089

0.901

21.9

4.36x108

1.8

2

30

0.094

0.970

25.9

2.76x108

1.6

25.1

4.69x10

8

2.5

3.94x10

8

1.97

1.03x10

8

0.473

8

2.2

3

30

Average

0.174
0.119

STD

0.047

1.851
1.240
0.530

24.3
2.12

4

60

0.185

1.367

31.8

3.53x10

5

60

0.179

1.333

21.4

3.14x108

2.1

27.3

5.36x10

8

2.6

4.01x10

8

2.30

1.19x10

8

0.265

6

60

Average

0.201
0.189

STD

0.0114

1.681
1.460
0.192

26.83
5.22

4.1.2 Histology
Sectioning of samples occurred every 0.25 mm starting at the step and proceeding
downstream through the clot. While preparing the samples, it was initially intended to
section through the PDMS model to attempt to characterize deposition on the surface.
However, sectioning of the PDMS material was unsuccessful due to the material
crumbling on the knife edge leading to torn and nonviable samples. Therefore, the
PDMS was separated from any thrombus that deposited on its surface, and only thrombus
tissue was analyzed. Figure 4-3 is a sample histology image highlighting the different
structures that were observed. . Collagen fibers, which are stained bright blue through
Carstairs’, were not observed in any images. All images were primarily some shade of
red or orange, suggesting that fibrin (stains bright red) is present throughout the clot.
Areas of sparse, bare fibrin stained pink in the images. Most of the orange regions occur
where RBCs are observed, which makes sense due to the clear yellow staining of RBCs
combined with the bright red of fibrin. Occasional patches of dark red or purple were
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observed which show platelets (gray blue or navy) combined with the effects of the bright
red fibrin.

A)

C)
B)

Figure 4-3: Thrombus section images at 20x magnification highlighting A) areas of bare,
sparse fibrin, B) densely packed RBCs, and C) platelet aggregation.

The results of the histological sectioning of the 30-minute sample from
experiment 1 can be seen in Figure 4-4. Images were taken at 40x magnification.
Results of the 30-minute sample from experiment 2 can be seen in Figure 4-5. These
images were taken at 20x magnification
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of sections of a 30-minute thrombus at 40x magnification. The
left column shows regions that were exposed to blood flow and the right column are
regions that were resting against the surface. A) and B) are sections taken at the step, C)
and D) are images taken 2.00 mm downstream, E) and F) are 4.00 mm downstream, and
G) and H) are 6.00 mm downstream.
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Figure 4-5: Comparison of sections of a 30-minute thrombus at 20x magnification. The
left column shows regions that were exposed to blood flow and the right column are
regions that were resting against the surface. A) and B) are sections taken at the step, C)
and D) are images taken 2.00 mm downstream, E) and F) are 4.00 mm downstream, and
G) and H) are 6.00 mm downstream.
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Imaging of the 60-minute experiment 4 histological samples at 20x magnification
can be seen in Figure 4-6. Qualitatively, this sample showed a high density of RBCs
throughout the length of the clot, meaning that RBCs were tightly confined and highly
packed throughout the sample. Very few additional structures, such as fibrin, were
observed. Images obtained from the 60-minute clot formed in experiment 5 can be seen
in Figure 4-7. These were taken at 40x magnification. Noticeable fibrin structures were
observed on the flow sides of these sections, while the sides that rested against the model
had high densities of RBCs. Areas of fibrin exposure at 100x magnification can be seen
in Figure 4-8. Overall, the packing density of RBCs was similar to the thrombus formed
in the 60-minute experiment 4. However, RBC density seemed to be greater than in the
30-minute thrombi. Additional images of thrombi formed in this study can be viewed in
Appendix B.
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of sections of a 60-minute thrombus at 20x magnification. The
left column shows regions that were exposed to blood flow and the right column are
regions that were resting against the surface. A) and B) are sections taken at the step, C)
and D) are images taken 2.00 mm downstream, E) and F) are 4.00 mm downstream, and
G) and H) are 6.00 mm downstream.
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of sections of a 60-minute thrombus at 40x magnification. The
left column shows regions that were exposed to blood flow and the right column are
regions that were resting against the surface. A) and B) are sections taken at the step, C)
and D) are images taken 2.00 mm downstream, E) and F) are 4.00 mm downstream, and
G) and H) are 6.00 mm downstream.
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Figure 4-8: Images of flow side of 60-minute thrombus at 100x magnification. A) was
taken 3.00 mm downstream, B) at 3.25 mm downstream, and C) at 3.50 mm downstream.

4.1.3 Recirculation Region
LDV was used to capture the recirculation height at three different downstream
locations from the step. Table 4-2 shows the measured height at each downstream
location. These data were compared to an empty BFS simulation and are discussed
further in Chapter 5.
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Table 4-2: Height of recirculation region.
Downstream Distance (mm)
3
5
7

Measured Height (mm)
1.69
1.52
1.30

PIV was used to capture the velocity fields that develop in the recirculation
regions of the step in an empty model and one in which a 15-minute PDMS clot had been
attached. Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the measured velocity plots for the recirculation
region in an empty BFS model. Due to the geometry of the acrylic BFS model, PIV data
collection for a single plane had to be performed in two different experiments. The first
10 mm from the step was analyzed separately from the remainder of the downstream
portion of the channel due to the change in acrylic thickness that occurs after the first 10
mm. Figure 4-11 shows streamlines of fluid particles in the recirculation region just
downstream of the step.
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Figure 4-9: Centerline plane of PIV data showing velocity contours just downstream of
the step in the recirculation region.
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Figure 4-10: Centerline plane of PIV data showing velocity contours in BFS channel 10
mm downstream from step.
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Figure 4-11: Centerline plane of PIV data showing streamlines of flow in the
recirculation region in the first 10 mm from the step.

Figure 4-12 shows the upstream velocity contour from a BFS model which
contained the 15-minute PDMS geometry. From this image we can see the formation of
a parabolic flow profile which is to be expected since the flow reaching this point is fully
developed. The image itself does not display the whole channel width because of the
presence of a seam running the axial length of the acrylic model. Due to this seam, only
about 3 mm of the flow field height was able to be captured.
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Figure 4-12: Centerline plane PIV data showing upstream velocity contour in a BFS
model with a 15-minute PDMS clot attached.

Figure 4-13 shows the velocity contours and streamlines that develop over the
PDMS thrombus. Small vortices can be seen developing near the PDMS surface,
especially as you proceed further downstream. This is to be expected because the PDMS
sits in the recirculation region, but does not occupy it completely.
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Figure 4-13: Centerline plane PIV data showing velocity contour and streamlines of flow
over a 15-minute PDMS model at ReD=490.

4.2 Computational Results

Simulations performed for a 15-minute PDMS clot are shown in Figure 4-14.
Axial velocity profiles were taken at the centerline and 2.5 mm in either direction. WSS
was calculated on the PDMS surface and was greatest in the upstream region closest to
the step. The WSS distributions are plotted in Figure 4-15 as a histogram. Histogram
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data represent the calculated WSS at each individual cell on the computational thrombus
surface.

Figure 4-14: Axial velocity plots and WSS distribution for simulations performed on a
15-minute PDMS model clot.
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Figure 4-15: WSS distribution for 15-minute PDMS clot.

Simulation results for a 30-minute geometry can be viewed in Figure 4-16 with
resulting WSS histogram in Figure 4-17. The results for a 60-minute geometry can be
viewed in Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19. Mean wall shear stress over the entire surface for
the 15, 30, and 60 minute cases were 2.05, 1.12, and 2.70 dyne/cm2, respectively.
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Figure 4-16: Axial velocity plots and WSS distribution for simulations performed on a
30-minute experimental geometry.

Figure 4-17: WSS distribution for 30-minute thrombus geometry.
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Figure 4-18: Axial velocity plots and WSS distribution for simulations performed on a
60-minute experimental geometry.

Figure 4-19: WSS distribution for 60-minute thrombus geometry.
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Lastly, the velocity profiles of the empty BFS simulation can be seen in Figure 420. This simulation used viscosity and inlet velocity that matched with the parameters
used in the LDV and PIV studies in order to directly compare the two. Figure 4-21
shows the same velocity contour profile highlighting the reattachment length from the
simulation. The reattachment length for this simulation was 16.7 mm.

Figure 4-20: Velocity profiles for an empty BFS model. Average inlet velocity was set
at 0.082 m/s and fluid viscosity was 1.45 cSt.
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Figure 4-21: Reattachment length for empty BFS simulation. The streamline used to
measure reattachment length shows a velocity of 1.00x10-5 m/s.
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Chapter 5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Blood Properties and Thrombosis

According to Virchow’s Triad, the fluid dynamics of a flow field and the cellular
properties of blood play an important role in thrombosis. Although this study’s primary
focus was on the role of fluid mechanics, blood characteristics were monitored and
recorded (Table 4-1) and their inherent contributions to the resulting thrombus properties
are discussed here.
Referring to the 30-minute experimental set from Table 4-1, blood hematocrit
levels were similar for experiments 2 and 3 (25.9% and 25.1%, respectively) but slightly
lower for experiment 1 (21.9%). Experiment 1 also yielded the lowest thrombus volume
of 0.089 cm3, although it is only slightly smaller than the second thrombus at 0.094 cm3.
When looking at platelet counts, experiment 2 had the lowest concentration at 2.76x108
platelets/mL, while experiments 1 and 3 had concentrations of 4.36x108 and 4.69x108,
respectively. The third thrombus was the largest of the 30-minute thrombi at a volume of
0.174 cm3. Although experiment 1 had the smallest volume, its overall axial length (1.8
cm) was slightly greater than experiment 2 (1.6 cm). Previous simulations performed on
an empty BFS model showed a reattachment length of 1.69 cm (43). From these results,
it appears that both hematocrit and platelet concentrations play important roles in
thrombosis (12,34,35).
Several things can be surmised from the 30-minute experiment 1 results. First,
the higher platelet concentration in the blood allowed for higher platelet margination
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towards the walls of the BFS channel. This promoted higher platelet activation near the
model surface, allowing for more deposition and a slightly longer overall length (36,59).
Second, the lower hematocrit level may have been the cause for the low thrombus
volume. As a thrombus is forming, blood cells are continually trapped in the fibrin
matrix. Once entrapped, RBCs are more likely to be agonized by platelet granules to
release ADP and promote further platelet recruitment as proposed by Born et al. (37,38).
This would promote further thrombus growth in both axial and radial directions of the
BFS model. Because of the low hematocrit in experiment 1, there was less RBC
entrapment and hence platelet recruitment and growth were affected in the radial
direction. This idea is enhanced by the experiment 2 results. The shorter axial length
may be due to the low platelet concentration of the blood. Volume, on the other hand, is
slightly larger than experiment 1, suggesting that the radial growth was greater for the
second thrombus. Because its hematocrit level was higher, more blood cells were
entrapped in the fibrin matrix, allowing for more platelet recruitment and clot growth.
Experiment 3, which had high platelet and hematocrit levels, yielded the largest volume
and clot length due to the combined effects of high platelet concentrations in the plasma
skimming layer and high RBC entrapment leading to platelet recruitment. Platelet
activity is also increased with a higher platelet concentration. Upon platelet activation,
the recruitment phase progresses quicker due to the higher concentration. This increases
the rate at which the thrombus grows and matures (12,17,60) .
Looking at the results from the 60-minute data set, experiment 5 had the lowest
hematocrit (21.4%) and platelet concentration (3.14x108 platelets/mL), resulting in the
smallest thrombus in both volume (0.179 cm3) and length (2.1 cm). Platelet
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concentration appeared to have the biggest effect on thrombus size, as seen in experiment
6. With more time to grow and mature, RBC entrapment increases and radial thrombus
growth reaches the recirculation height at each axial location. Further growth can then
occur only at the downstream end of the clot where platelets are activated in the plasma
skimming layer. This is observed to happen in the experiment 6 thrombus, where the
high platelet concentration (5.36x108 platelets/mL) leads to larger clot growth in the axial
direction (2.6 cm) and overall volume (0.201 cm3).
The increase in RBC entrapment was observed histologically between the 30 and
60 minute samples. In the 30 minute samples, bare patches of fibrin were observed
throughout the length of the clot, suggesting low RBC entrapment. The 60 minute
samples showed very low amounts of exposed fibrin except occasionally on the surface
exposed to blood flow. The increased RBC density in 60 minute samples shows how the
thrombus aging affects the overall integrity.
Even though the blood properties play a role in thrombus formation, the size of
the recirculation region in the BFS model ultimately limits thrombus growth. Fibrin
matrix formation and thrombus growth can only occur in regions of stagnant, low shear
flow. Flow reattachment to the wall downstream of the recirculation region prevents
thrombus formation due to the high shear stresses present at the surface. High WSS
increases the removal of platelet aggregates and fibrin monomers which prevents further
coagulation from occurring (61). The size of the recirculation region is dependent on the
Reynolds number of the flow regime. For blood flow experiments, Reynolds number
was calculated using the experimental asymptotic value of kinematic viscosity (43).
However, Thurston (62) has shown that whole blood viscosity is dependent on hematocrit
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levels. Specifically, the viscosity of whole blood can be divided into the plasma viscosity
and the viscosity due to the viscoelasticity of suspended RBCs. Increased hematocrit
levels increase the whole blood viscosity, and decreased hematocrit decreases viscosity.
Because viscosity was not controlled in these experiments, the size of the recirculation
region could have changed from experiment to experiment, leading to differences in
thrombus size.
Thrombus growth studies performed in this study and previously (43) have shown
high variability in thrombus size. This is mainly due to the properties of the whole blood
that are used for each experiment. Because blood for these experiments is drawn from a
different specimen each time, blood properties are never the same between experiments.
Although it would be impossible to control all properties of the blood, it would be
possible to control things like hematocrit levels and platelet concentration using blood
reconstitution protocols. This would increase consistency amongst experiments and may
lead to more repeatable data.

5.2 Wall Shear Stress and Recirculation

Calculated WSS from CFD simulations for flow over 15, 30, and 60 minute
thrombus surfaces showed high values of stress in the regions that were closest to the step
(see Figures 4-14, 4-16 and 4-18). These regions correlate to the thickest portions of the
PDMS models that were placed in the recirculation. A comparison of the 15-minute
PDMS simulation with the original 15 minute geometry from which the clot models were
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developed can be seen in Figure 5-1. Much higher values of WSS are observed in the
PDMS simulation than in the original simulation even though the surface geometries are
roughly the same. The average WSS for the original surface was 0.329 dyne/cm2, while
the average for the PDMS surface was 2.05 dyne/cm2, or roughly 6 times greater. This
can be explained when you consider how the PDMS was placed in the acrylic model.
Double-sided tape with a thickness of 0.076 mm was used to adhere the PDMS to the
acrylic. This elevated the PDMS model to the face of the step, causing it to sit closer to
the high shear regions of flow and elongate the step (Figure 5-2). This increased
protrusion into the recirculation region is responsible for increasing the shear stresses that
develop on the PDMS surface.
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A)

B)
Figure 5-1: Comparison of simulations for A) a previously formed 15-minute thrombus
(43) and B) a 15-minute PDMS model thrombus.
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1

2

Figure 5-2: Depiction of step elongation due to the PDMS surface. Line 1 shows the
location where the acrylic step ends, and line 2 shows the length of additional step
elongation due to the PDMS.

The high level of WSS on the PDMS surface near the step influenced the resulting
thrombosis. On regions of the PDMS with high WSS, thrombus deposition did not occur.
This was observed by physical inspection of the model after an experiment was
performed and the loop was drained. Using Avizo, the length of this region where no
deposition occurred was measured to be 3.45 mm. After this length, thrombus grew onto
the surface of the remainder of the PDMS as well as further downstream on the acrylic
model. Figure 5-3 shows the results of the 60-minute simulation with length of no
observed thrombus deposition marked. This 3.45 mm section of the PDMS model
essentially increased the length of the step portion of the channel. This region was
therefore neglected in WSS analysis when comparing these results to previous thrombus
simulations.
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Figure 5-3: Simulation results for a 60-minute geometry. A) shows the developed
velocity profile and B) shows the developed WSS. The distance 3.45 mm depicts the
length of PDMS where no thrombus deposition was observed.

Figure 5-4 shows a comparison between a simulation performed on the 30-minute
thrombus surface from experiment 2 and three previous 30-minute thrombus surface
simulations (43). The clot surface for the current simulation has been truncated by 3.45
mm to neglect the exposed PDMS and to analyze WSS on the actual thrombus surface.
The mean WSS from the current simulation after truncation reduced from 1.12 to 0.336
dyne/cm2. The mean WSS for the other three simulations shown in Figure 5-3 were
0.131, 1.44, and 0.344 dyne/cm2, which compares well to the current study.
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of 30-minute simulations. Left column shows the centerline
axial velocity plots and the right column shows WSS distribution. A) and B) are results
from the current simulation, with the thrombus surface for the WSS distribution truncated
by 3.45 mm. C)-H) show results from three previous simulations (43).
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Figure 5-4 offers a comparison between the current and previous 60-minute
simulations. Again, the clot surface for the current simulation has been truncated by 3.45
mm for comparison. After the surface was truncated, the mean WSS for the current
simulation reduced from 2.70 to 1.30 dyne/cm2. Mean WSS for the other three
simulations were 1.79, 0.199, and 0.139 dyne/cm2, so the current study falls into the
range of what was expected. Additionally, none of the WSS values are large enough to
promote embolization from the thrombus surface (27). The flow rate used in the
experimental and computational methods gives ReD=490, which falls into the laminar
regime (41). Increased WSS would be observed if the flow became turbulent at
ReD>4000. At flow rates corresponding to turbulence, the likelihood of embolization
would increase according to the model put forth by Basmadjian (63,64). However, at the
flow rates used in this study, the thrombi presented have a low risk of embolization.
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of 60-minute simulations. Left column shows the centerline
axial velocity plots and the right column shows WSS distribution. A) and B) are results
from the current simulation, with the thrombus surface for the WSS distribution truncated
by 3.45 mm. C)-H) show results from three previous simulations (43).
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Table 5-1 below is a reproduction of the LDV data presented in Table 4-2, with
recirculation heights included from the empty BFS simulation shown in Figure 4-19.
Recirculation heights from the simulation were measured at each downstream location
using Paraview. Each measured LDV height was approximately 0.2 mm less than the
theoretical value computed from CFD. This discrepancy could arise from the limited
resolution of our LDV measurement volume or the use of a Newtonian model for CFD
simulations. The Newtonian approximation used in CFD simplified the models and
decreased computational time, but it does not serve as an accurate assumption for the
experimental methods. The whole blood used in MRI experiments and the blood analog
used for LDV and PIV experiments act as viscoelastic fluids and are shear-thinning in
nature. Despite this limitation between computational and experimental models, the fact
that the difference was consistent between the three recirculation height measurements
gives confidence that we were correctly identifying the recirculation zone and increases
believability within CFD results by verifying an approximately linear recirculation
boundary using LDV measurements.

Table 5-1: Comparison of recirculation height from LDV and CFD data.
Downstream Distance (mm)
LDV Height (mm)
CFD Height (mm)
3
1.69
1.89
5
1.52
1.70
7
1.30
1.49

The PIV results from Figures 4-9 and 4-10 highlighted the recirculation regions
that developed in an empty BFS model. From this data we observed an approximate
reattachment length of 18 mm. When compared to the computed reattachment length of
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16.9 mm, we see that the experimental measurements had an error of 6.5%. Part of this
error could be due to the data acquisition process since the two regions had to be
collected separately, making it difficult to pinpoint the exact location where the flow
reattaches from the PIV data. An approximate length was taken where negative flow
velocities were no longer observed. This approximation was necessary since an exact
distance could not be extracted from the data.
The recirculation zone that developed downstream of a 15-minute PDMS model
(Figure 4-12) matches fairly well with what was simulated for a similar PDMS geometry
(Figure 4-13). The PIV results showed small vortices that developed over the surface of
the PDMS and a larger recirculation region that formed downstream. The CFD data does
not show any vortices forming on the PDMS surface, only a larger recirculation region
downstream. These discrepancies are most likely due to the placement and preparation of
the PDMS model. Because no two models were exactly the same and placement of these
models in the BFS occurred manually, the surfaces do not match perfectly. It appears
that the PDMS model used in the CFD simulation may have sat slightly higher into the
channel than the model that was used for PIV.
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Chapter 6 CONCLUSIONS

Recirculation regions and vortex formation are crucial for thrombus formation in
vitro. Proper washing of blood contacting surfaces prevents blood stasis and disturbs the
blood-materials interaction that leads to thrombosis. This is what was observed on the
surface of the PDMS clots. Even though the surfaces had been coated with the
procoagulant collagen, deposition did not occur on the first 3.45 mm of the model that
were closest to the step. This region of the model protruded farther into the mainstream
velocity of the flow, producing high shear stresses and increasing the surface washing,
therefore preventing any deposition. Regions downstream of this portion did promote
deposition on the surface due to the small thickness. The tail end of the PDMS clots did
not protrude far into the flow, and blood that traveled past the first 3.45 mm section was
able to recirculate and form vortices on the PDMS surface, promoting thrombosis.
Further thrombus formation downstream of the model clot was expected because the
length of the recirculation region was greater than the length of the PDMS model.
An attempt was made to understand how the blood properties affect thrombus
growth and overall geometry. The platelet concentration of the blood used in this study
played a big role in thrombosis. Due to their role in fibrin matrix formation and their
ability to recruit additional clotting factors, it is expected that higher platelet
concentrations would lead to larger thrombus formation. This is what was observed in
both 30 and 60 minute experimental cases. Platelet concentration also appears to play an
important role in overall clot length. This may be due to the effect of platelets being
pushed into the plasma-skimming layer in areas of the reattachment zone. Higher
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concentration of platelets in the plasma-skimming layer increases the likelihood that
platelets will become activated due to biomaterial contact. Because the velocities in the
reattachment zone are not very high, there is not adequate washing of surfaces to prevent
axial clot growth due to high platelet concentrations.
Hematocrit levels appeared to play a greater role in thrombosis for the 30-minute
case than the 60-minute case. RBCs that are trapped in the fibrin matrix promote
thrombus growth in the radial direction by releasing ADP and recruiting more platelets.
The maximum height a thrombus can achieve is dictated by the height of the recirculation
region at that specific downstream location. If a thrombus is allowed to mature for a
longer period of time, the fibrin matrix will become saturated with RBCs no matter what
the hematocrit level of the blood is. For shorter periods of time, such as the 30-minute
case, hematocrit has a greater effect on RBC density within the fibrin matrix. This
decreases the rate at which the thrombus grows to the height of the recirculation region.
Thrombus growth studies have shown large amounts of variability, mostly due to
the difference in blood properties amongst animal donors. Properties such as blood
hematocrit and platelet concentration can be controlled by blood reconstitution.
Separation of blood by centrifugation allows for measurement of platelet concentration in
platelet-rich plasma. The platelet-rich plasma can then be mixed back in with plateletpoor plasma and RBCs at specific ratios in order to control hematocrit and platelet levels
between experiments. This increases consistency amongst blood properties and can aid
in developing accurate growth models. The blood reconstitution process would require a
larger volume of blood initially drawn from the donor in order to assure that enough can
be reconstituted to fill the BFS flow loop for MRI experiments.
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The MRI data collected in thrombus growth studies represents the final geometry
of a blood clot, but it does not produce any knowledge of the rate at which the thrombus
grew overtime. A better thrombus growth model can be produced if a better
understanding of the growth rate at different times throughout maturation can be
obtained. This can be done using MRI flow compensation techniques. Flow
compensation allows for thrombus surface characterization within the BFS model during
loop operation. Using this technique thrombus topography can be captured at different
time points while the loop is operating. This reduces variability because an entire growth
data set can be captured from a single blood donor instead of relying on different donors
to capture each time point.
The thrombi discussed in this study were all formed under steady flow conditions.
However, the cardiovascular system and many ventricular assist devices operate under
pulsatile conditions. Introducing pulsatility to this growth model would increase the
physiologic relevance and allow observation of how the pulsatility affects WSS
development and thrombus growth. However, it is important to be able to produce
repeatable thrombus growth models under steady conditions before introducing the
complexities of pulsatility.
In vitro thrombosis is a difficult area of study due to the complexities of blood.
Fluid mechanics that promote thrombosis are typically low shear regions and areas of
recirculation and blood stasis. However, it has been observed in this study and
previously that thrombus growth is not restricted to the recirculation length, but can
extend further downstream. In order to fully understand why this occurs, experiments
must be designed that have better control over blood properties. It is also important that
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methods to analyze growth rates throughout the development of a thrombus are obtained.
Developing better in vitro growth models can go a long way in preventing the effects of
thrombosis in cardiovascular devices.
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Appendix A- MATLAB Codes/Protocols
MRI Image Reconstruction
mmv2struct.m
function varargout=mmv2struct(varargin)
%MMV2STRUCT Pack/Unpack Variables to/from a Scalar Structure. (MM)
% MMV2STRUCT(X,Y,Z,...) returns a structure having fields X,Y,Z,...
% containing the corresponding data stored in X,Y,Z,...
% Inputs that are not variables are stored in fields named ansN
% where N is an integer identifying the Nth unnamed input.
%
% MMV2STRUCT(S)assigns the contents of the fields of the scalar structure
% S to variables in the calling workspace having names equal to the
% corresponding field names.
%
% Example: X=zeros(3); Y='Testing123'; Z=cell(2,3);
% S=MMV2STRUCT(X,Y,Z,pi) returns a structure S containing the following
% fields: S.X S.Y S.Z S.ans1 each containing the contents of the
% corresponding variables.
% MMV2STRUCT(S) creates or overwrites variables X, Y, Z, ans1 in the caller
% with the contents of the corresponding named fields.
%
% [A,B,C,...]=MMV2STRUCT(S) assigns the contents of the fields of the
% scalar structure S to the variables A,B,C,... rather than overwriting
% variables in the caller. If there are fewer output variables than
% there are fields in S, the remaining fields are not extracted.
%
% Using the above example, [A,B,C]=MMV2STRUCT(S) returns the contents of
% S.X in A, S.Y in B, and S.Z in C and does not extract S.ans1 because
% no output argument was provided for it. FIELDNAMES(S) determines the
% order in which the fields in S are assigned to the output arguments
% of MMV2STRUCT.
% D.C. Hanselman, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469
% 4/28/99, 9/29/99, renamed 10/19/99
% Mastering MATLAB 5, Prentice Hall, ISBN 0-13-858366-8
if nargin==0
error('Input Arguments Required.')
elseif nargin==1 % Unpack
arg=varargin{1};
if ~isstruct(arg)|length(arg)~=1
error('Single Input Must be a Scalar Structure.')
end
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names=fieldnames(arg);
if nargout==0 % assign in caller
for i=1:length(names)
assignin('caller',names{i},getfield(arg,names{i}))
end
else % dump into variables
for i=1:nargout
varargout{i}=getfield(arg,names{i});
end
end
else % Pack
num=1;
for i=1:nargin
name=inputname(i);
if isempty(name)
name=sprintf('ans%d',num);
num=num+1;
end
eval(['y.' name '=varargin{i};'])
end
varargout{1}=y;
end

read_info_vj31_112011.m
function info = read_info_28102010(dateiname,varargin);
% Reads procpar files into text variable and writes info file ('info_... .txt') into procpar
folder
% how to use:
% info = read_info(dateiname)
% TN Feb 2006
%dateiname=('K:\seed\raps_state_college\s_20070223_01\data\se3dpchard_09.fid\procp
ar')
gamma=42.6e6; % in [MHz/T]
if nargin < 1
info = 'Please select procpar file';
[fname,pathname]=uigetfile('*.*',info);
full_path=[pathname fname];
else
full_path = dateiname;
end
file=fopen(full_path,'r');
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if (file==-1)
cd ..
'Fehler: procpar = -1'
else
procpar = fread(file);
procpar = char(procpar');
fclose(file);
end
if nargin == 6
zf=varargin{1}
aa=varargin{2}
xx=varargin{3}
yy=varargin{4}
zz=varargin{5}
else
'no or not enough reco parameters given for txt out put'
'need: zf, aa, xx, yy, zz!'
zf=0
aa=0
xx=0
yy=0
end

list1={'np 7 1 ' 'nv 1' 'nv2 ' 'lro ' 'lpe ' 'lpe2 ' 'ns 1' 'seqcon ' 'rcvrs ' 'te 3' 'tr 3' 'nt 7 1 1' 'gro
' 'gror ' 'gss ' 'gssr ' 'gpe ' 'tpe ' 'p1 6' 'sw 1' 'flip1' 'tpwr 1' 'acqcycles ' 'pss0 ' 'arraydim ' 'ti
3' }
list11={'ReadPoints' 'PhasePoints' 'PhasePoints3D' 'FOVRead' 'FOVPhase' 'FOVPhase2'
'NSlices' 'seqcon' 'rcvrs' 'TE' 'TR' 'NT' 'gro' 'gror' 'gss' 'gssr' 'gpe' 'tpe' 'p1' 'swh' 'flip1'
'tpwr' 'acqcycles' 'position' 'arraydim' 'TI' }
% list1={'np ' 'nv ' 'nv2 ' 'lro ' 'lpe ' 'lpe2 ' 'ns 1' 'seqcon ' 'rcvrs ' 'max_bval ' 'te 3' 'tr 3' 'nt
7' }
% list11={'ReadPoints' 'PhasePoints' 'PhasePoints3D' 'FOVRead' 'FOVPhase'
'FOVPhase2' 'NSlices' 'seqcon' 'rcvrs' 'bval' 'TE' 'TR' 'NT'}
listsize=size(list1)
for l =1:listsize(2)
%readpoints
matches = findstr(char(procpar), char(list1(l)));
%groesse = size(procpar);
zeile = char(procpar(matches:matches+100));
a = textscan(zeile,'%s');
b=a{1};
c=b(13);
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string=['info.' char(list11(l)) '=str2num(char(c))' ];
eval(string);
end

list2={'tflow ' 'thkcon' }
list22={'thk' 'SliceThickness_3D' }
listsize2=size(list2)
for ll =1:listsize2(2)
%readpoints
matches = findstr(char(procpar), char(list2(ll)));
%groesse = size(procpar);
zeile = char(procpar(matches:matches+200));
a = textscan(zeile,'%s');
b=a{1};
c=b(27);
string=['info.' char(list22(ll)) '=str2num(char(c))' ];
eval(string);
end
list3={'orient '}
list33={'orientation'}
listsize3=size(list3)
for lll =1:listsize3(2)
matches = findstr(char(procpar), char(list3(lll)));
%groesse = size(procpar);
zeile = char(procpar(matches(2):matches(2)+100));
a = textscan(zeile,'%s');
b=a{1};
c=b(13);
d=char(c);
e=size(d);
orientation='';
for i=1:e(2)-2
orientation=[orientation d(i+1)];
end
string=['info.' char(list33(lll)) '=''' orientation '''' ];
eval(string);
end
list4={'petable ' 'seqcon ' 'rcvrs' 'seqfil ' 'p1pat ' 'comment '}
list44={'petable' 'seqcon ' 'rcvrs' 'seqfil' 'p1pat' 'comment'}
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listsize4=size(list4)
for llll =1:listsize4(2)
matches = findstr(char(procpar), char(list4(llll)));
%groesse = size(procpar);
zeile = char(procpar(matches:matches+100));
a = textscan(zeile,'%s');
b=a{1};
c=b(13);
d=char(c);
value=d(2:length(d)-1);
string=['info.' char(list44(llll)) '=''' value '''' ];
eval(string);
end
%calculated values
%all lengths in mm
info.FOVRead=info.FOVRead*10;
info.FOVPhase=info.FOVPhase*10;
info.FOVPhase2=info.FOVPhase2*10;
%PhaseReco
pe_siz=size(info.petable)
% if info.petable(1:7)=='partial'
if pe_siz(2) > 1 && (isequal((info.petable(1:3)), 'epi') == 0)
len=size(info.petable);
frac=info.petable((len(2)-3):len(2));
frac=str2num(frac);
info.PhasePointsReco=info.PhasePoints/frac*1000
else
info.PhasePointsReco=info.PhasePoints
end
%Resolution
info.ResRead=info.FOVRead*2/info.ReadPoints
info.ResPhase=info.FOVPhase/info.PhasePointsReco
info.ResPhase2=info.FOVPhase2/info.PhasePoints3D
%acquisition time
info.at=info.ReadPoints/2/info.swh
%readout gradient value
info.gro_calc=info.ReadPoints/info.at/gamma/info.FOVRead*10*10000
%Imaging time
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if info.PhasePoints3D > 0
info.TExp=info.TR*info.PhasePoints*info.PhasePoints3D*info.NT
else
info.TExp=info.TR*info.PhasePoints*info.NT
end
['Texp=' num2str(info.TExp/3600) 'h']
mmv2struct(info)
a=length(full_path);
cd(full_path(1:a-7));
b=length(dateiname);
text = fopen(['info_' dateiname(b-13:b-12) '.txt'], 'w');
fprintf(text,'Imaging Parameter for:'); fprintf(text, '%c',dateiname ); fprintf(text,'\n\n');
fprintf(text, char(list44(6))); fprintf(text,'= '); fprintf(text, '%c',comment );
fprintf(text,'\n\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(1))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',ReadPoints );
fprintf(text,' (/2!!!)\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(2))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',PhasePoints );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(3))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',PhasePoints3D );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(4))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',FOVRead ); fprintf(text,'
mm\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(5))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',FOVPhase );
fprintf(text,' mm\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(6))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',FOVPhase2 );
fprintf(text,' mm\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(7))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',NSlices );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(8))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%c',seqcon ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(9))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%c',rcvrs ); fprintf(text,'\n');
%fprintf(text, char(list11(10))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',bval );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(10))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',TE*1000 );
fprintf(text,' ms\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(11))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',TR*1000 );
fprintf(text,' ms\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(12))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',NT ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(26))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',TI*1000 );
fprintf(text,'ms\n');
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'acquisition params:'); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(20))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',swh );
fprintf(text,'Hz\n');
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fprintf(text, 'at'); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',at*1000 ); fprintf(text,' ms\n');
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'gradients in [G/cm]:'); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(13))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',gro ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(14))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',gror ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(15))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',gss ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(16))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',gssr ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(17))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',gpe ); fprintf(text,'\n');
% fprintf(text, char(list11(10))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',bval );
fprintf(text,'\n');
% fprintf(text, char(list11(11))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',TE*1000 );
fprintf(text,' ms\n');
% fprintf(text, char(list11(12))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',TR*1000 );
fprintf(text,' ms\n');
% fprintf(text, char(list11(13))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',NT );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'phase encoding time in [ms]:'); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(18))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',tpe*1000 );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'pulse in [ms]:'); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(19))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',p1/1000);
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list44(5))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%c',p1pat); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list22(1))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',thk ); fprintf(text,'
mm\n');
fprintf(text, char(list22(2))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',SliceThickness_3D );
fprintf(text,' mm\n');
fprintf(text, char(list33(1))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%c',orientation );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list44(1))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%c',petable ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list44(2))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%c',seqcon ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list44(3))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%c',rcvrs ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list44(4))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%c',seqfil); fprintf(text,'\n');
%fprintf(text, char(list44(5))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text,'%c',p1pat); fprintf(text,'\n');
see pulse!!!!!!!!!!!!
fprintf(text, 'PhasePointsReco'); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.4f',PhasePointsReco );
fprintf(text,' \n');
fprintf(text, 'ResRead'); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.4f',ResRead ); fprintf(text,'
mm\n');
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fprintf(text, 'ResPhase'); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.4f',ResPhase ); fprintf(text,'
mm\n');
fprintf(text, 'ResPhase2'); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.4f',ResPhase2 ); fprintf(text,'
mm\n');
fprintf(text, 'TExp'); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',TExp/3600 ); fprintf(text,' h\n');
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'flip angle (in semspc first pulse)'); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(21))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',flip1 ); fprintf(text,'
degree\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(22))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',tpwr ); fprintf(text,'
dB\n');
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'repetitions due to array'); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(23))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',acqcycles );
fprintf(text,' repetitions due to array\n');
fprintf(text, char(list11(25))); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',arraydim ); fprintf(text,'
arraydim\n');
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'reco parameters:'); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'zf '); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',zf ); fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'aa '); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.3f',aa ); fprintf(text,'(if aa = 0.0 it is
determined later in the program and could not be written at this timepoint) \n');
fprintf(text, 'shift in x direction (xx) '); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',xx );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'shift in y direction (yy) '); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',yy );
fprintf(text,'\n');
fprintf(text, 'shift in z direction (zz) '); fprintf(text,'='); fprintf(text, '%6.2f',zz );
fprintf(text,'\n');

fclose(text);
% a1=size(list11)
%
%
% for i=1:a1(2)
% string=list11(i);
%
% fprintf(text,list11(i) '=' );
% % fclose(text);
% save ('info.txt', '-struct', 'info')
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save('procpar_info.mat')
'haallooo'

ge3d_tn_keefe.m
%reads and transforms data from a 3d gradient echo sequence

clear all;
close all;
tic
%% zero filling factor
zf=2

%% circular shifts of the image and intensity scaling
list=[ 1, 2, 3]
xxx=[ 0, 0, 0]
yyy=[130, -60, -60]
zzz=[ 15, 100, 100]
aaa=[0.002,0.002,0.002]
pathname1=(['/gpfs/work/k/kpw5047/ge3d_josh_02.fid/'])

pathname=pathname1

%bigger zzz shifts to the right
%larger yyy shifts to the bottom
%always keep xxx at 0, this prevents the images from being generated in the
%wrong order
%larger aaa makes the image darker (typically around 0.002-0.004 with PBS
%and around 0.0005 with blood as the liquid)
%%
d=1:1%ge3d_tn

%for d=1:1%size(list,2)
xx=xxx(d)
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yy=yyy(d)
zz=zzz(d)
aa=aaa(d)
%% get filename and complete pathname
filename = ('fid');

%pathname=([pathname1 '0', num2str(list(d)),'.fid/'])
%
%if list(d)>9
% pathname=([pathname1, num2str(list(d)),'.fid/'])
%end

dateiname=([pathname 'procpar'])
%% create info file
info=read_info_vj31_112011([pathname 'procpar'],zf,aa,xx,yy,zz);
cd(pathname);
pwd
%% read raw data (fid file)
fid=fopen(strcat(pathname,filename),'r','b');
% offset for file header
offset1=32;
% offset for data block header
offset2=28;
fseek(fid,offset1+offset2,0);
raw=fread(fid,inf,'float32');
fclose(fid);
rawsize=size(raw)
'reading raw data done'

%% rename #read, #phase and #phase3d
readpoints=info.ReadPoints/2
phasepoints=info.PhasePoints
phasepoints3d =info.PhasePoints3D
petable=info.petable
seqcon=info.seqcon
%% create recomatrix
slice2=zeros(readpoints,phasepoints,phasepoints3d);
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%% combine data into complex data sets and do the sorting
currIndex=0;
for k=1:phasepoints3d
for i=1:phasepoints
%
for l=1:phasepoints3d*phasepoints
for l=1:readpoints
currIndex = currIndex + 1;
dataR(l) = raw(currIndex);
currIndex = currIndex + 1;
dataI(l) = raw(currIndex);
%
slice2(l,k) = (dataR(l) + dataI(l) * j);
slice2(l,i,k) = (dataR(l) + dataI(l) * j);
end
end
%for seqcon=nccsn
currIndex =currIndex + offset2/4.;
end
currIndex
'sorting done'
%slice2=reshape(slice1,[readpoints phasepoints phasepoints3d]);
%slice2=slice1;
clear slice1
clear raw
%% figure out petable
pe_siz=size(petable)
if pe_siz(2) > 0
len=size(petable);
frac=petable((len(2)-2):len(2));
frac=str2num(frac);
phasepoints=phasepoints/frac*1000
end
%% fourier transformation
'start fft'
Image2=abs(fftshift(ifftn(slice2,[zf*readpoints, zf*phasepoints, zf*phasepoints3d])));
'fft done'
% circular shift
Image=circshift(Image2,[xx yy zz]);
figure(1); imshow(squeeze(Image(readpoints/2,:,:)),[0,aa])
%% writing bitmaps
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
read direction %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%cd 'H:/3Dimages/';
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%mkdir(study);
%cd (study);
%cd(char(pathname(loop)));
cd(pathname);
mkdir(['Images_read_zf_' num2str(zf)]);
cd (['Images_read_zf_' num2str(zf)])
%mkdir('Images_read');
%cd 'Images_read'
'writing read - images'
for n=1:readpoints*zf %phasepoints %readpoints
%aa=.13
ds=2;
n;
if n < 10
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_000',num2str(n),'.bm
p'),'bmp')
%if (2*n + ds) < 10
%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n+1,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_000',num2str(2*n
+ ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
if n < 100 && n > 9
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_00',num2str(n),'.bmp'
),'bmp')
%if (2*n + ds +6) < 99 && (2*n + ds) > 9
% imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_00',num2str(2*n
+ ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
if n < 1000 && n > 99
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'
bmp')
%if (2*n + ds) < 999 && (2*n + ds) > 99
% imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(2*n +
ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
if n < 10000 && n > 999
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'b
mp')
%if (2*n + ds) < 999 && (2*n + ds) > 99
% imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(2*n +
ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
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end
%imwrite(abs(Image)/10,strcat('image_000',num2str(n+1),'.bmp'),'bmp')
cd '..'
maximum=max(max(max(Image)))
%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
phase direction %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % % mkdir(['Images_phase_zf_' num2str(zf)]);
% % % cd (['Images_phase_zf_' num2str(zf)])
% % % %mkdir('Images_phase');
% % % %cd 'Images_phase'
% % % 'writing phase - images'
% % % for n=1:phasepoints*zf %phasepoints %readpoints
% % % %aa=.13
% % % ds=2;
% % % n;
% % % if n < 10
%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(:,n,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_000',num2str(n),'.bm
p'),'bmp')
% % % %if (2*n + ds) < 10
%%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n+1,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_000',num2str(2*n
+ ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % end
% % % if n < 100 && n > 9
%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(:,n,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_00',num2str(n),'.bmp'
),'bmp')
% % % %if (2*n + ds +6) < 99 && (2*n + ds) > 9
%%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_00',num2str(2*n +
ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % end
% % % if n < 1000 && n > 99
%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(:,n,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'
bmp')
% % % %if (2*n + ds) < 999 && (2*n + ds) > 99
%%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(2*n +
ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % end
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% % % if n < 10000 && n > 999
%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(:,n,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'b
mp')
% % % %if (2*n + ds) < 999 && (2*n + ds) > 99
%%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_',num2str(2*n +
ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % end
%%%
% % % end
% % % %imwrite(abs(Image)/10,strcat('image_000',num2str(n+1),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % cd '..'
%%%
%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
phase2 direction %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % % mkdir(['Images_phase3d_zf_' num2str(zf)]);
% % % cd (['Images_phase3d_zf_' num2str(zf)])
% % % %mkdir('Images_phase3d');
% % % %cd 'Images_phase3d'
%%%
% % % %mkdir('Images_phase3d');
% % % %cd 'Images_phase3d'
% % % %'read um 80 gekuerzt!!!!!!!!'
% % % 'writing phase3d - images'
% % % for n=1:phasepoints3d*zf %phasepoints %readpoints
% % % %aa=.13
% % % ds=2;
% % % n;
% % % if n < 10
%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(:,:,n)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_000',num2str(n),'.bm
p'),'bmp')
% % % %if (2*n + ds) < 10
%%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n+1,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_000',num2str(2*n
+ ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % end
% % % if n < 100 && n > 9
%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(:,:,n)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_00',num2str(n),'.bmp'
),'bmp')
% % % %if (2*n + ds +6) < 99 && (2*n + ds) > 9
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%%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_00',num2str(2*n +
ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % end
% % % if n < 1000 && n > 99
%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(:,:,n)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'
bmp')
% % % %if (2*n + ds) < 999 && (2*n + ds) > 99
%%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(2*n +
ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % end
% % % if n < 10000 && n > 999
%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(:,:,n)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'b
mp')
% % % %if (2*n + ds) < 999 && (2*n + ds) > 99
%%%%
imwrite(abs(squeeze(Image(n,:,:)))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_',num2str(2*n +
ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % end
%%%
% % % end
% % % %imwrite(abs(Image)/10,strcat('image_000',num2str(n+1),'.bmp'),'bmp')
% % % cd '..'
%%%
%clear 'Image'
%end
%save -v7.3 ('Image.mat', 'Image')
%save ('Image.mat', 'Image')
%end
%end
toc
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PIV Masking
Main1_varun_heartlab_newcamera.m
function Main1_varun_heartlabNewCamera
%
% Main1 function
clc
% tif file directory
%folder_name = ask_for('image_directory')
folder_name = 'CISE05RE5000';

folder_dir = ['C:\AHLShare\piv2-C-AHLShare-varun\CISERE5000','\',folder_name,'\'];
%image_file_dir = ask_for('image_directory')
image_file_dir = '4_nai_Re5000_CISE_cs05_25dt';
%dir_image = ['C:\AHLShare\piv2-C-AHLSharevarun\CISERE5000','\',folder_name,'\',image_file_dir,'\RawData'];
dir_image = ['C:\AHLShare\piv2-C-AHLSharevarun\CISERE5000','\',folder_name,'\',image_file_dir,'\Analysis'];
% dir_image = ['\\Rheocomp\n\Cannula_10mm\40HCT_75bpm_PostValve\','\',folder_name,'\',image_file_dir,'\a
nalysis'];
cd(dir_image);
%Image = ask_for('image_name');
Image = '4_nai_Re5000_CISE_cs03_25dt000010.T000.D000.P000.H000.LB.TIF';
%first_locate_wall1(Image);
%boundary_finder(Image);
fxy = which('wall_file.mat');
% dir_temp = ['E:\WSS_processing\',folder_name];
dir_temp = ['C:\AHLShare\piv2-C-AHLShare-varun\CISERE5000\',folder_name];
cd(dir_temp);
p=dir
for k=3:length(p)
% for k=4:length(p)
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if p(k).isdir ==1
if (strcmp(p(k).name,'profileUx')==1||strcmp(p(k).name,'Settings')==1) continue;
end
p(k).name
cd (p(k).name);
p_k_dir = dir;
for i=3:length(p_k_dir)
p_k_dir(i).name
if (p_k_dir(i).isdir == 1)
if (strcmp(p_k_dir(i).name, 'Analysis')==1)
cd ('Analysis');

%
%
%
%
%

if (strcmp(p_k_dir(i).name, 'rawdata')==1)
cd ('rawdata');
if (strcmp(p_k_dir(i).name, 'RawData')==1)
cd ('RawData');

%
%

if (strcmp(p_k_dir(i).name, 'analysis')==1)
cd ('analysis');

dir_a=pwd
% dir_a = ['E:\WSS_processing\',folder_name,'\',p(k).name,'\Analysis\'];
% cd(dir_a);
% copyfile('*.vec', dir_vec);
files = getfiles('*.TIF');
size(files)
seriesname=struct('filenames',files);
seriesname.filenames
%size(files)
if (size(seriesname.filenames))
maskarea_beyond_wall(seriesname,fxy);
else
end
cd ..
end

end
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end
cd ..
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%
function answer = ask_for(question)
switch question
case 'image_directory'
prompt = {'ENTER THE NAME of IMAGE FOLDER:'};
title = 'Image Directory'
case 'image_name'
prompt = {'ENTER THE NAME of IMAGE YOU PICKED:'};
title = 'Image Name'
end
answer = {};
while isempty(answer), answer = inputdlg(prompt,title); end
answer = answer{1};
% answer = str2double(answer{1});

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%

vr_avgGenerator_latest.m

%Author : Varun Reddy
%last edited: 06182009
clear
clc
t = cputime;
format long;
p=dir;
% for k=24:31
for k=3:length(p)
% for k=3;
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k
% if ((isdir(p(k).name))&&(strcmp(p(k).name, 'Goat_75bpm_M8UP_0mm_0500ms')))
if ((isdir(p(k).name)))
cd(p(k).name)
p(k).name
dir_names=dir;
for h=3:length(dir_names)
dir_names(h).name
if(strcmp(dir_names(h).name, 'Analysis')||strcmp(dir_names(h).name, 'analysis'))
a=dir_names(h).name
initialize_avg_vec_size=0;
cd(dir_names(h).name);
vec_file = dir('*.vec');
vec_total_number = length(vec_file)
if (vec_total_number>=2)
for j=1:vec_total_number
% for j=1:10
vec_file(j).name
vec=dlmread(vec_file(j).name,',',1,0);
%
[m,n]=size(vec);
valid_vec_count=0;
if (j==1)
if (exist ('colOneandTwo','var'))
clear colOneandTwo
msg='colOneandTwo cleared'
else
msg='colOneandTwo does not exist'
end
fid = fopen(vec_file(j).name,'r+');
header= fgetl(fid);
fclose(fid);
colOneandTwo(:,1)= vec(:,1);
colOneandTwo(:,2)= vec(:,2);
vec(1,1)
colOneandTwo(1,1)
end
ai=vec(:,5)>=1;
vec(ai,5)=1;
ai=vec(:,5)<1;
vec(ai,3:5)=0;
if (initialize_avg_vec_size==0)
[pp,qq]=size(vec)
avg=zeros(pp,5);
[pp,qq]=size(avg)
initialize_avg_vec_size=1;
end
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avg=vec+avg;
end
avg(:,1)=colOneandTwo(:,1);
avg(:,2)=colOneandTwo(:,2);
[m,n]=size(avg)
for count=1:m
if avg(count,5)~= 0
avg(count,3)=avg(count,3)/avg(count,5);
avg(count,4)=avg(count,4)/avg(count,5);
end
end
ai=avg(:,5)== 0;
avg(ai,3:4)=9900000000;
startLocation=strfind(header,'E="');
endLocation=strfind(header,'.vec');
p(k).name
header=[header(1:startLocation(1)+2),p(k).name,header(endLocation:length(header))]%
make the new header line for the avg file
cd ..%go to the run directory
saveFileName=['avg_',p(k).name,'.vec']
%fid = fopen('avg.vec','w+');
fid = fopen(saveFileName,'w+');
fprintf(fid, header);
fprintf(fid,'\n')
fclose(fid);
dlmwrite(saveFileName, avg,'-append','precision', 10);
%
catch
lasterror
else
cd ..%go to the run directory
end
else
end
end
pwd
cd ..
pwd
end
end
e = cputime-t
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Carstairs’ Staining Protocol
Step

Reagent

Concentration

Time (Minutes:Seconds)

*1

Heater Station (pot H1)

18:00

*2

Xylene Substitute (pot 9)

10:00

*3

Xylene Substitute (pot 10)

10:00

*4

Xylene Substitute (pot 11)

10:00

*5

Ethanol (pot 8)

100%

3:00

*6

Ethanol (pot 25)

100%

3:00

*7

Ethanol (pot 12)

95%

2:00

*8

Ethanol (pot 5)

85%

2:00

*9

Ethanol (pot 4)

70%

3:00

*10

Deionized Water (pot 3)

2:00

*11

Deionized Water (pot 2)

2:00

*12

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) (pot 1)

5:00

*13

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) (pot C)

14

Ferric Ammonium Sulfate

15

Running Deionized Water

1:00

16

Mayer's Hematoxylin

5:00

17

Running Deionized Water

1:00

18

Picric Acid-Orange G Solution

19

Deionized Water

22

Ponceau Fuschin Solution

5:00

23

Running Deionized Water

3:00

26

Phosphotungstic Acid

27

Running Deionized Water

30

Aniline Blue Solution

31

Running Deionized Water

34

Ethanol

95%

1:30

36

Ethanol

100%

3:00

38

Xylene Substitute

4:00

40

Xylene Substitute

End

N/A
5%

5:00

45 min
One Rinse

1%

60 min
3:00
40 min
6:00

* Denotes steps performed by the Gemini
Slide stainer through the De-Wax Program.
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Appendix B- Histological Images
60-Minute, Sample 5, 40x

Figure B-1: Flow side, 0.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-2: Model side, 0.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-3: Flow side, 0.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-4: Model side, 0.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-5: Flow side, 0.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-6: Model side, 0.75 mm downstream.

115

Figure B-7: Flow side, 1.00 mm downstream.

Figure B-8: Model side, 1.00 mm downstream.
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Figure B-9: Flow side, 1.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-10: Model side, 1.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-11: Flow side, 1.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-12: Model side, 1.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-13: Flow side, 1.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-14: Model side, 1.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-15: Flow side, 2.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-16: Model side, 2.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-17: Flow side, 2.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-18: Model side, 2.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-19: Flow side, 2.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-20: Model side, 2.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-21: Flow side, 3.00 mm downstream.

Figure B-22: Model side, 3.00 mm downstream.

123

Figure B-23: Flow side, 3.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-24: Model side, 3.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-25: Flow side, 3.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-26: Model side, 3.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-27: Flow side, 3.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-28: Model side, 3.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-29: Flow side, 4.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-30: Model side, 4.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-31: Flow side, 4.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-32: Model side, 4.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-33: Flow side, 4.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-34: Model side, 4.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-35: Flow side, 5.00 mm downstream.

Figure B-36: Model side, 5.00 mm downstream.
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Figure B-37: Flow side, 5.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-38: Model side, 5.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-39: Flow side, 5.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-40: Model side, 5.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-41: Flow side, 5.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-42: Model side, 5.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-43: Flow side, 6.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-44: Model side, 6.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-45: Flow side, 6.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-46: Model side, 6.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-47: Flow side, 6.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-48: Model side, 6.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-49: Flow side, 7.00 mm downstream.

Figure B-50: Model side, 7.00 mm downstream.
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30-Minute, Sample 1, 20x

Figure B-51: Flow side, 0.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-52: Model side, 0.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-53: Flow side, 0.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-54: Model side, 0.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-55: Flow side, 0.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-56: Model side, 0.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-57: Flow side, 1.00 mm downstream.

Figure B-58: Model side, 1.00 mm downstream.
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Figure B-59: Flow side, 1.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-60: Model side, 1.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-61: Flow side, 1.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-62: Model side, 1.50 mm downstream.

143

Figure B-63: Flow side, 1.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-64: Model side, 1.75 mm downstream.

144

Figure B-65: Flow side, 2.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-66: Model side, 2.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-67: Flow side, 2.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-68: Model side, 2.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-69: Flow side, 2.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-70: Model side, 2.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-71: Flow side, 3.00 mm downstream.

Figure B-72: Model side, 3.00 mm downstream.
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Figure B-73: Flow side, 3.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-74: Model side, 3.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-75: Flow side, 3.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-76: Model side, 3.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-77: Flow side, 3.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-78: Model side, 3.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-79: Flow side, 4.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-80: Model side, 4.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-81: Flow side, 4.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-82: Model side, 4.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-83: Flow side, 4.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-84: Model side, 4.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-85: Flow side, 5.00 mm downstream.

Figure B-86: Model side, 5.00 mm downstream.
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Figure B-87: Flow side, 5.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-88: Model side, 5.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-89: Flow side, 5.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-90: Model side, 5.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-91: Flow side, 5.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-92: Model side, 5.75 mm downstream.
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Figure B-93: Flow side, 6.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-94: Model side, 6.25 mm downstream.
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Figure B-95: Flow side, 6.50 mm downstream.

Figure B-96: Model side, 6.50 mm downstream.
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Figure B-97: Flow side, 6.75 mm downstream.

Figure B-98: Model side, 6.75 mm downstream.

161

Figure B-99: Flow side, 7.00 mm downstream.

Figure B-100: Model side, 7.00 mm downstream.

162

Figure B-101: Flow side, 7.25 mm downstream.

Figure B-102: Model side, 7.25 mm downstream.
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